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1.0 ABSTRACT
Dr. Xuan Wang, an Industrial & Manufacturing Engineering (IME) professor at California Polytechnic
State University, San Luis Obispo, has sponsored the resin-based 3D printing investment cast senior project.
The objective of the project was to thoroughly research the process and document the findings of using a
resin-based 3D printed part as the pattern for investment casting. While this manufacturing process is not
necessarily a new idea, the lack of technical research and documentation limits its ability to be reproducible.
The research portion of the senior project included analyzing the limitations to the printing/casting
manufacturing process. Measurements of part thicknesses, hole radii, depths, protrusion heights, and fillets
were quantitatively studied, and surface finish, pattern clarity, and overall success were determined
qualitatively. Three test coupons were manufactured and measured, both for limitations and statistical
analysis on growth rates. The features measured for a statistical analysis of the growth included side lengths
and diameters for intrusions and extrusions. Once the manufacturing process was sufficiently analyzed, the
findings were used to produce a curriculum package for the IME 470 foundry course at Cal Poly. This
included a detailed lab manual and video tutorial to promote student learning, as well as a library of CAD
models for the students to manufacture. This library contains several models, including dice, rings, and diecasting molds for actions figures. To validate the completeness of the curriculum materials, a group of five
students were walked through the process, and useful feedback was gathered to improve the course contents.
In total, the project was a success for determining the technology’s limitations and providing educational
content to the IME 470 course.
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KEY TERMINOLOGY
Before introducing the project, common terminology and their definitions will be summarized to provide
the necessary language to understand the research:
o
o
o
o

o

o
o

o
o

Stereolithography Apparatus (SLA): A 3D printing process which uses a photochemical process
that utilizes a UV light to cross-link chemical chains within the resin to form a solid.
Fused Deposition Modeling (FDM): A 3D printing process which utilizes a continuous feed of
thermoplastic material that is melted and deposited to build up layers of plastic into a final part.
Resin-based 3D print: The 3D printed part is created with a photochemical process in which UV
light cures a resin mixture to form a solid layer of material.
Curing process: After the 3D-printed part has been created, it must undergo a process in order to
full cure the resin material. This can be done in a number of ways but is most commonly done with
a photochemical process where UV light chemically changes the composition of the resin, which
strengthens and hardens it. Additionally, heat can be used to cure the resin as well, either in
conjunction with UV light exposure or by itself.
Investment casting: A manufacturing process in which a consumable material is submerged into
either a slurry or investment material in order to form a shell around the shape of the material. The
pattern is then burned out of the cavity, leaving it open for metal to be poured in to take the molded
shape.
Pattern: The 3D printed part is the mold or pattern that will form the cavity of the investment
casting, which metal will fill to produce a casted part.
Gating system: In order to control the flow of liquid metal into the cavity, a network of sprues and
runners are created as paths for the metal to flow through to enter the cavity. The gating system as
a whole is the collection of all pathways for metal to flow into the cavity in order to fill the void
efficiently.
Burnout: The process of burning the wax/resin to leave a void where metal can flow into the
investment to form the desired shape. This is done in a furnace with a specific temperature schedule.
Lost Wax: The current process used in the IME 141 lab, where liquid wax is injected into a silicone
mold, and once hardened, placed into a flask to be burned out.
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2.0 INTRODUCTION
Dr. Xuan Wang, a professor within the Industrial and Manufacturing Engineering (IME) Department at
California Polytechnic State University, proposed researching the use of resin-based 3D printed parts as
investment casting patterns due to the lack of technical documentation available on the process. The
technology is mainly used in the jewelry industry, but formal records and analysis on the printing settings
or casting process have not been documented. The first goal of this senior project is to test several models,
print settings, and casting aspects to identify the most successful procedure for the process. This will include
analyzing the limitations of the technology, which include limits of thicknesses, radii, sharpness of corners,
and surface details. Once sufficient research has been gathered, the process will be implemented into the
IME 470/471 lab at Cal Poly, which will allow students the ability to get hands-on experience with this
evolving manufacturing method. Originally, the goal was to implement this lab into the IME 141 lab, but
due to the cost of materials and paying for a technician, it makes more economic sense to present the lab to
a more advanced group (and fewer students – important for resource/budget reasons). Within these two
primary goals, secondary goals such as casting creative/intricate models, making a video tutorial, or
performing student testing can be done in order to delve deeper into the topic and gain valuable feedback.
The major stakeholders in the project include the sponsor, Dr. Wang, as well as the students and instructors
of the IME 470 course. The senior-project team includes two Mechanical Engineering students at Cal Poly
– Matthew Frost and Isaiah Hong.

Figure 1. A 3D printed resin pattern (left) used to cast the investment
casted part (right) [1].
Within this Final Design Review report, the chosen final design, manufacturing achievements, and testing
results of the resin-based 3D printed investment casting project will be described. The goal of this report is
to document the findings gained from the ongoing testing and to document the lab procedure for the IME
470/471 course. The report is divided into several chapters. The background section will identify the
introductory research to clearly understand similar products/processes and summarize the initial interviews
with stakeholders. The objectives section will discuss the scope of the project, including the problem
statement, boundary sketch, Qualify Function Deployment table, and the customer’s needs and wants. The
concept design chapter will discuss the ideation generation and controlled convergence techniques used to
narrow down the prototype concept to a final chosen design. A manufacturing and testing section will be
included to discuss results of analyzing the manufactured products. Next, the project management section
will cover the timeline and major deliverables for the project, shown as a Gantt chart. Finally, the conclusion
will summarize the project and document and give recommendations for future work.
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3.0 BACKGROUND
Initial research was performed to gain knowledge about the current manufacturing process, including
research done on similar projects, technical findings, and stakeholder interviews.

3.1

INTERVIEW WITH SPONSOR

Two interviews were set up with Dr. Wang to solidify the scope of the project, where the two major
objectives were outlined. These were a methodical approach to determining the best printing and casting
conditions and curriculum to supplement the current foundry class at Cal Poly. This interview also allowed
for a formal ‘meet and greet’ where the team could make a personal connection with the sponsor.
The sponsor has several needs and wants for the project. It is desired to know the best print settings, curing
procedures, and casting methods to create an easy and reliable process that works in Cal Poly’s labs. The
sponsor would like a test coupon with varying print settings/geometries to undergo different curing methods
to evaluate the modifiable parameters of the process through measurements on the model. These findings
will be summarized in a document at the end of the three quarters. Included in the documentation will be a
summary of the limitations to the technology, including tolerances on part thicknesses, radii, intrusion
depths, surface textures, and corner features. Once the best print settings have been determined and process
limitations identified, full implementation into the IME 470 curriculum will include a library of 3+ easy to
print/cast models that students can customize a portion of. To constitute a complete curriculum package, a
detailed lab manual will be expected.
While the IME department has a few resin 3D printers, no research has been performed at Cal Poly
regarding this field of technology. The goal of the senior project is to experiment with different printer
settings, surface finishing processes, and gating systems in order to improve the process and produce
detailed parts for the IME 470 lab. Specifications like surface treatment and gating structures are necessary
when ensuring the casted part mimics the level of detail of the CAD model; a bad surface finish or poorly
designed sprue network will cause defects in the casted part. Success of the part will be measured based on
visual inspection, along with quantitative measurements like thicknesses, radii, lengths, etc. Qualitative
measurements will be also evaluated on satisfaction surveys for a group of test subjects that will undergo
the process; a 75% satisfaction rate for these surveys will suffice for the project. Additionally, a budget of
a few hundred dollars was specified by Dr. Wang.

3.2

STUDENT & INSTRUCTOR INTERVIEWS

A large part of the senior project is directed toward implementing a new lab into the IME 470 curriculum;
thus, it was important to interview both the lab instructors and the students as they will be key stakeholders
for the project.
When interviewing the student, the conversation revolved around the current lab setup, issues with the lab,
and input on the proposed lab. It was found that currently, the students watch pre-lab videos explaining the
theory/industry process of casting (not specific to the lab they will be performing), fill out a short
questionnaire, and do a quiz on the material. Then, the instructor leads them into the lab and without a
demo, allows them to complete the lab. The student interviewee proposed that a better way to implement
the lab was to do a video recording of the process with step-by-step instructions, have the instructor do a
demonstration, and then perform the lab. While this senior project cannot enforce in-class demonstrations,
it could provide a video demonstration that will help with the process specific to the lab they will be
performing. The student would also like to make something of purpose (keychain, ring, etc.) with some
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aspect that could be detailed and customizable. However, since this is an introductory class, there’s a likely
chance that the students won’t have CAD experience, so models should be provided with detailed
instruction on how to customize it.
Through interviewing the lab instructor, it was found that they liked the idea of the lab and were more than
happy to allow the testing to be performed within the foundry lab. Additionally, the instructor noted that
Aluminum 356 is a commonly casted material used in the labs and provided a set of material specifications
that would help with the design of flasks and molds. Detailed instructions will need to be provided in order
to successfully implement the lab into Cal Poly’s curriculum and the overall cost per student is about $20
per quarter, making this specific lab under $4 per student.

3.3

PROCESS RESEARCH

Resin 3D printing and investment casting are both technologies that allow for a higher level of precession
then their alternatives [2]. Resin printing is a process in which a part is built up in layers through the use of
a photopolymer and a light source that cures that polymer in a specified layer pattern [3]. This process
allows for highly detailed parts, unique internal features at the cost of intensive post processing such as
cleaning off the extra resin and hardening the final part. Because of the method of creating the layers, SLA
has a much finer resolution than the classical FDM, as shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2. SLA resin printing versus FDM plastic printing [4].
Investment casting starts with investment powder and liquid mixture, similar to plaster, that surrounds a
consumable pattern of the part to be casted. Once the investment is set, the pattern is then melted or burned
out using a furnace which simultaneously fires the investment, increasing its strength. Metal is poured into
the cavity, hardened, and removed through breaking of the investment shell. Although gravity is the
simplest method of filling the mold, centrifuges and vacuum chambers are also common to help fill all the
detailed cavities. This viscous style of molding allows for higher detail capturing compared to a sand-based
mold [5].
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3.4

CURRENT PRODUCTS

The concept of using resin 3D printed parts as molds for investment casting has deep roots within certain
industries – jewelers are well-known to have created intricately designed rings from the manufacturing
technique. However, the technology hasn’t been documented well, thus the reason for this senior project.
One great source of information has come from a “Jewelry Technology Forum” conference, in which
jeweler James Binnion [6] discusses his successes and failures while performing similar resin 3D printing
investment casting processes. From his work, a foundation for the project can be established and
part/process iteration can begin where he left off. Specifically, it was found that uncured resin is the major
contributor to bad burnout and poor casts, so it will be important to focus on the curing process when
performing the tests. This was found using a heated vacuum chamber, which generally worked better than
a standard UV curing chamber. This will be explored, as the laboratory may have access to a heated vacuum
chamber. The differences between UV, heat, and vacuum heat curing processes are shown in Figure 3.

(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 3. Three identical models with different curing methods. (a) had the
standard UV cure, (b) had a heated cure, and (c) had a heated cure
in a vacuum. The images show the increase in quality from the UV
cure to the vacuum-heated part [6].
Additionally, there are many other research papers that have dealt with some aspect of the project. First,
the research for the printing process will be summarized. When using 3D printed parts, depending on the
shape and thicknesses, they might be more prone to warping during the print process, which will carry over
into the casted results [7]. The thickness should be uniform where possible to allow for even cooling, and
corners/holes should have rounded features to prevent hot spots, shell fracture, and stress concentrations
[8]. Minimum recommended layer thickness of 0.2mm, 30% infill, and a printer speed of 60mm/s are
suggested as good printing parameters, and although these were for a FDM printer, some of the
characteristics will be useful in the SLA printing setup. [8].
Next, several research articles focused on the casting portion of the project. With regards to the burnout,
along with a detailed burnout schedule (with amount of hours required at each temperature level [9], [10]),
it was found that in order to reduce the amount of ash/residue left in the investment, firing the part in the
furnace over 600˚C will reduce the amount of debris left behind [11]. An issue with the resin is that its
thermal expansion coefficient will cause the part to grow and shrink with temperature differences. This is
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not ideal, but unavoidable. It will be expected that the relative change in length of the part is about 3% for
heating up to 300˚C, so models will be adjusted accordingly [12]. Another useful piece of advice is that
deionized water should be used when mixing the investment powder, as other water can have up to a 70%
decrease in strength due to impurities in the liquid [13].
3D printing companies such as Formlabs have also developed their own guides [14], [15] for the process,
but most of the documentation focuses on the usage of their products and lacks quantifiable limitations of
the printing and casting. Online 3D printing site, All3DP [16], also has a guide to resin printing, but while
full of information on standard photopolymers, it lacks the information needed on the available castable
resin material. Additionally, a company named 3DSystems provides a great guide to 3D printing investment
casting jewelry, which will be used for sizing the rings that are planned to be manufactured [17].
While all this research is useful information, the objective of this senior project is to formally define the
limitations of the manufacturing process. Potential limitations mentioned in the research, including
minimum thicknesses of material, sharpness of features (minimum radii), and resolution of intricate
features, will serve as a baseline, however, the lack of formal documentation on each of these values is the
reason for this senior project. It’s expected that these limitations will need to be experimentally determined
and won’t be readily available through the background research that has been performed.

3.5

PATENT SEARCH

Several patents were discovered that mention variations in resin compositions (specifically polymer types
and ratios), as well as results from the burnout and cast. It is noted that most resins melt between 200300˚C, and that shrinkage occurs when cooling the part back down, which will be measured to verify these
claims [18]. When considering the different resin compositions, several patents claim to change the makeup
of the resin with positive results after burnout [19], [20]. For context, it’s necessary to have several different
polymers that create the structure of the resin, including epoxy, acrylate, photo-initiator, and light stabilizer
monomers. By changing the amount of each component, cast, cure, and burnout results can be improved
[21], [22]. These would be useful if the scope of the project expanded to creating custom resin makeups or
analyzing burnout defects but is unlikely to happen. The research is nonetheless useful to have as
background information on resin structures.

4.0 OBJECTIVES
This section will start by defining the problem statement, in which the stakeholder, their needs, and the
purpose of the project will be described. Additionally, a boundary sketch will be drawn to identify the
aspects of the project that are within the scope of the project. A needs and wants table will document the
requirements specified by the stakeholder, which will be fed into a Qualify Function Deployment (QFD)
for an inclusive analysis on the purpose of the project. Lastly, a specification list and risk assessment will
be made from the QFD.

4.1

PROBLEM STATEMENT

The IME Department at Cal Poly needs a fully developed curriculum package to implement a resin-based
3D printed investment casting lab because the technology is under researched yet an advancing method of
manufacturing. This will provide students the opportunity for new hands-on learning with the knowledge
gained from the extensive testing that will be performed on the manufacturing process.
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4.2

BOUNDARY SKETCH

Figure 4 shows a boundary sketch to specify which systems are within the project scope’s control and which
are not. To summarize what can be seen, this project will focus on primarily on creating the 3D model,
printing and post-treating the part while varying several parameters, attaching/testing the gating system,
and documenting the process for a final curriculum package. Aspects out of the scope of this process include
developing CAD software, constructing the resin 3D printer, designing different resin compositions,
modifying the casting procedure, and teaching the class.

Arrow
A
B
C
D

Description
Existing CAD software
Existing resin printing technology, Dr. Wang
Existing investment casting processes, Dr. Carter (IME professor)
Usage of research by instructor for lab and instruction purposes, Dr. Carter
Figure 4. Boundary sketch for the project.

Also included on boundary sketch are the people and technologies that are needed at each arrow across the
boundary. These will be used as guidance when performing the corresponding transition.
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4.3

NEEDS AND WANTS TABLE

Table 1 describes the needs and wants of the stakeholders. A ‘need’ is defined to be required of the project
and is essential for full completion. A ‘want’ is any additional aspect that could be included for further
developing the project. The three stakeholders – students, lab instructors, and sponsor – will each have
different wants and needs, and thus the project must cater to all.
Table 1. Stakeholders needs and wants table.
Needs
Lab curriculum instructions
Analysis/measurements from modifying 3D print
settings (layer thickness, radii, etc.)
Analysis/measurements from modifying casting
settings (surface finish, feature defects)
Documentation of casting failures/successes
Documentation on surface finish of parts
Documentation on curing techniques/outcomes
Documentation for attaching gating systems
Maximum of 1.0 in3 amount of resin for each print
Safe procedure for printing/casting in lab

Wants
Lab curriculum video tutorial
Student testing prior to finalizing curriculum
Analysis with different types of metals
Low cost (under ~$4/student)
Library of possible 3D printable parts
Set of example models
Analysis of different resin types
Clear lab layout/process layout
Pre-lab quiz

The needs column includes analysis/measurements on modifying 3D print settings and casting settings that
will encompass qualitative measurements – surface finish, voids, fine-detail on features, and postprocessing effort – as well as quantitative features – side lengths, thicknesses, radii, protrusions – to
determine the success of the part. These will be documented for the research portion of the project. The
documentation must also include the method for attaching the gating system (whether that be in CAD and
printed or by attaching sprues after the print), as well as any necessary surface treatment (sanding, cleaning
in isopropyl alcohol, grinding). The curing technique will also be analyzed and will include results from
cleaning with/without isopropyl alcohol and curing in either a UV light chamber or heated vacuum oven.
Other needs include a maximum allowable volume of 1.0 in3 (defined by the sponsor for budgetary
purposes), as well as general lab safety. Lastly, the curriculum must include a detailed lab manual so that
the instructors can perform the lab.
The wants column includes a video tutorial, laboratory setup, and pre-lab quiz to aid with integration into
the IME 470 education and to improve student learning. The video was specifically requested by the
interviewed student. Functionality testing (at least 5 students) would be beneficial to gain feedback on the
process flow within the lab and allow for revisions before submitting the final curriculum package.
Additional wants are a library of successful parts to aid in student CAD success, as well as keeping the cost
within the expected budget of $4/student for resin, investment, and metal. If resources allow, it would also
be interesting to test different metal or resin types to compare to the current lab materials. The sponsor
voiced concern over the current resin brand, as it’s a small company that has the potential to be discontinued.
Research into different resin manufacturers has been performed in order to have back-up options. These
have been listed in the Bill of Materials, Appendix A.1.
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4.4

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

After thoroughly considering the needs and wants of the stakeholders, several design considerations were
created in order to quantify the project and its success. These are included in the “Target Requirements’ of
the QFD (Appendix B.1) but are summarized here.
The research side of the project will make use of extensive documentation for the quality of prints/casts
while varying parameters such as geometry detail, post-processing, and curing methods. The quality of the
part will be determined based on the precision of the intricate features, surface defects, or inclusion defects.
The research will be documented for the stakeholders and perspective manufacturing professionals.
The curriculum side will be catered toward student learning with the goal of implementing an innovative
manufacturing process for an emerging-industry experience. This will come in the form of an educational
instruction video and detailed lab manual. The lab will be created as to prioritize minimization of
risks/hazards while maximizing the student learning. Since PDR, the planned implementation into IME 141
has changed to IME 470/471. This is partly for economic reasons, as the resin and other lab materials are
expensive. However, the main reason is that the IME 141 course generally has >180 students, whereas the
IME 470 course has < 24 usually. This will increase feasibility of 3D printing the models, as 3D printing
180 models would take several days at ideal conditions (i.e., if none of the prints fail).

4.5

QUALITY FUNCTION DEPLOYMENT (QFD)

To ensure the scope of the project is meeting the desired goals of the stakeholders, a Qualify Function
Deployment (QFD) was created for the process. To construct the QFD, the stakeholder needs were
identified and ranked on necessity. Competitors and their current rankings on each customer requirement
were then evaluated. Competitors included the current IME 141 lost-wax lab, as well as four similar
research articles or company guides. This was followed with a ‘how,’ which identifies the quantifiable
measures that will ensure completion of each customer requirement. These measures were given target
values (time, percentage of satisfaction, etc.) to help establish benchmark targets for the project. Please see
Appendix B.1 for the full QFD.
After completing the QFD, several new aspects of the process were discovered. First, the sponsor used
language of wanting “easy” processes. While this is ideal, quantifying the term “easy” is not simple. Instead,
the request was broken down into several quantifiable measurements that, if passed, could allow for the
conclusion that the process was “easy.” For example, if the sponsor wants an “easily printable part,” this
was broken down into several categories. First, a library of successful CAD models will jumpstart the
process, where the student only needs to customize a small section of the part instead of building it up from
scratch. A satisfaction survey will provide feedback on the overall process of printing and customizing; it’s
aimed to receive over 75% satisfaction in order to claim the process is ‘easy.’ Additionally, the amount of
time cleaning the part and performing any post-processing should not exceed 15 minutes, which is a
reasonable benchmark time. Lastly, reducing the number of stations to complete the process will help
indicate if the process is too complex.
The previous example is just one of many that the QFD shed light on. In the following section, more of the
specifications will be outlined with reasoning as to why the benchmarks are set to where they are.
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4.6

SPECIFICATIONS AND RISK ASSESSMENT

The engineering specifications from the QFD are included in Table 2. These are the quantifiable measures
that will be used to accomplish the customer requirements specified on the QFD. Table 2 mentions the
parameter, the benchmark value, any tolerance, and project risk/importance. The last column,
“compliance,” is the method for measuring each requirement, and is named as follows: (A) Analysis, (T)
Testing, (I) Inspection, and (S) Similarity to existing designs. Risk of meeting the specification is measured
as (H) High, (M) Medium, or (L) Low.
Table 2. Specifications table for customer requirements
#
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

Parameter Description
Library of successful models
Library of student-ready models
Number of customizable features
Process satisfaction survey
Customization satisfaction survey
Curriculum satisfaction survey
Time to clean/post-process
Time for respective process (print vs cast)
Reliability
Quantifiable Features
Number of stations
Floorspace occupied
Resin material cost
Metal material cost
Volume
Video Time

Target
5 models
3 models
1 per model
75% satisfaction
75% satisfaction
75% satisfaction
15 minutes
8 hours each
90%
5 features
4 distinct stations
9 ft2
$2/student
$2/student
1.0 in3
15 minutes

Tolerance Risk
Min
M
Min
H
Min
M
Min
H
Min
H
Min
H
Max
M
Max
L
Min
M
Min
H
Max
L
Max
L
Max
L
Max
L
Max
L
Max
L

Compliance
A, I, T
A, I, T
A, I
T
T
T
T
S, T
I, S, T
T
S, I
I
S
S
A, T
S, T

Below, more detail is provided for each of the specifications
Spec 1 – 2: Because CAD classes are not a prerequisite for the IME 470 course, a library of parts
must be created to aid the modeling process. Three models must be available to the
students, whereas five models should’ve been tested and deemed a success. The three
student models will be included in the five tested parts. The compliance will be tested
through manufacturing and casting these models to view their success.
Spec 3:
The students will be engaged if they are able to customize their 3D printed part, thus it’ll
be important to provide at least one feature on each model for the student to customize.
This will be tested by counting/analyzing the number of customizable regions on the part.
Spec 4 – 6: When determining whether the processes is easy, satisfaction surveys will be given to the
student testers. These are documented in Appendices C.1-C.3, but will include separate
surveys for the customization process, printing/casting process, and lab curriculum
material. A benchmark of 75% was deemed appropriate from Dr. Wang.
Spec 7:
If the print parameters are configured properly, the amount of time that’s spent cleaning
up the model can be reduced. A benchmark of 15 minutes was considered allowable,
which includes the time of sanding/smoothing the print. This time will be recorded in
testing the different models.
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The time spent in the printing and casting phases is of little importance, as these aren’t
easily controllable. However, it would be ideal to reduce the required time such that the
lab instructors don’t have a long time to wait for parts to finish.
Spec 9:
The reliability of the student models will be important if the lab will be a success. This
90% benchmark was set by the sponsor so that the students in the IME 470 course have
a good chance at producing a working model. This benchmark will be met by testing
several parts and seeing the percentage that pass.
Spec 10: The number of quantifiable features is one of the most important aspects of the research
portion of the project. When choosing the concept designs in Section 5, the final
selections of test coupons must have many methods for measuring the part. These include
thicknesses, depths, radii, lengths, fillets, and protrusions.
Spec 11-12: The number of stations and floorspace occupied is an attempt to reduce the footprint on
the current laboratory. This will aim to also improve simplicity, as having too many
stations will clutter the space and confuse the students. A benchmark of 4 stations and
9ft2 was determined to be reasonable given the size of the 3D printer and curing stations.
This will be measured in the lab.
Spec 13-15: The cost and volume go as a pair; as volume increases, cost increases. Dr. Wang specified
a target of 1.0 in3 of resin material, which would amount to $3.33/student for resin
budget. For this reason, models will be made under 1.0 in3 to prevent overspending.
These risks are low, as the current expected budget should not exceed the set limits.
These will be measured in CAD prior to printing.
Spec 16: A video length of 15 minutes was set as a benchmark value to concisely demonstrate the
lab without boring the students. This ideally will be cut down further.
Spec 8:

As seen in Table 2, the parameters labeled as “high” risk are those that are most important when considering
the success of the project. The curriculum must have high satisfaction rates, which includes the overall lab
process, ability to customize the model, and overall curriculum/education delivery. Other high-risk
specifications include the student-ready test models, in which at least three different models will be supplied
with expected reliability and customizable features. Lastly, when considering the research side of the senior
project, there must be at least five quantifiable features to measure before/after each step of the
manufacturing process.
In order to measure the compliance of most of the specifications, a few methods will be used. First, for the
satisfaction surveys, ideally a small test group will be gathered to run through the entirety of the process,
in which their feedback will be very useful for improving the project. These surveys are shown in
Appendices C.1 – C.3. Additionally, measurements (dimensions, time, etc.) and visual inspections will be
used to determine the success of parts in the testing phase of the research portion. This will be done
primarily with calipers (or micrometers depending on the desired resolution).
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5.0 CONCEPT DESIGN
The ideation and concept selection stage consisted of a functional decomposition breakdown, ideation
generation, and initial concept prototypes that were fed through Pugh, morphological, and weighted
decision matrices to solidify the final concept design for the student models, example parts, and test
coupons. This controlled-convergence method provided justification for the selected concept. Additionally,
initial plans for the curriculum package were created as part of the concept design phase.
The selected student models include dice and rings, as they ranked high in manufacturability,
customizability, and wow factors. The top two test coupons hold a variety of unique shapes and features
that will encapsulate several qualities to test the limitations of the manufacturing process. The example
models are an action figure and wireframe skull to show the class due to their added complexity. These are
shown in Figure 5. The reasoning behind each decision is further documented in this chapter.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 5. The final models for the concept design selection. (a) and (b) are the selected
student models for their customizability, intricate design, and wow factors. (c)
and (d) are the chosen models for test coupons, as they provide a large quantity
of measurable features. (e) and (f) show the example parts of an action figure
(Kirby) [23] and wireframe-patterned skull [24] that will be showed to the class.
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5.1

IDEATION & CONCEPT MODELS

To develop many concept ideas, a functional decomposition flowchart was created to identify the structure
of the project, which was followed with braindumping ideas for the student models, example parts, and test
coupons. Functional decomposition required breaking the major functions into sub-functions, where each
sub-function works to complete the function above it. At the lowest level are specific requirements needed
to complete the sub-functions above them. When reading the functional decomposition tree, reading down
the branches explains the steps necessary to complete the function. Two functional decomposition charts
were created, one for the curriculum portion of the project and the other for the research. These helped
outline the steps that would be required to fully complete each function.

Figure 6. Functional decomposition of curriculum package.
Figure 6 highlights the major function and three sub-functions to provide the IME 470 course with an
appropriate lab experience. The three sub-functions include complying with current department/lab
guidelines, facilitating a lab procedure for improving student success, and providing an educational lab
experience. With regards to department guidelines, the budget has been specified by the stakeholders for
$4/student, and the safety hazards have been outlined in Section 5.6. To facilitate the lab procedure,
tentative plans for the lab manual and video tutorial have been summarized in Section 5.7. Providing an
educational lab will include a library of models with customizable features. These will be tested during the
research portion of the senior project; once the parts have been verified to have a high reliability, those
models will be deemed ready for student testing.
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The other functional decomposition chart revolved around the research aspect of the project, as seen in
Figure 7.

Figure 7. Functional decomposition of research and testing.
There are three sub-functions in Figure 7 to complete the necessary research: testing variations in the
printing and casting processes and providing a library of successful models for testing and student learning.
To accomplish these sub-functions, several quantities will be measured on the test parts between the
printing, curing, and casting phase, which are detailed in the Appendix D.1. Documentation and analysis
on these measurable features, along with qualitative measurements such as burnout success and surface
finish, will fulfill the steps needed to complete the research portion. The library of models will be a result
of the tested parts, as successful parts will be kept for students to manufacture. Overall, the main takeaway
from both functional decomposition charts was a further understanding of the work needed to complete
each project.
The next step was an ideation stage to determine the 3D models. In order to generate ideas for the student,
examples, and test parts, a braindumping method was utilized, where the team members individually wrote
as many ideas as possible without judgement or feasibility analysis. After a pre-defined limit of 10 minutes,
members shared their ideas and discussed reasoning behind them. Time was allowed to add ideas if one
member spurred an idea in the other. This was done for student and example models. For the test models,
instead of coming up with specific models/shapes, a braindump of measurable features, interesting patterns,
and other parameters were collected to develop a list of quantities that will test the limitations of the
manufacturing process. A formal list of all generated ideas can be seen in Appendix D.1.
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Following the ideation stage of the concept selection, initial prototypes were created. These were
constructed from cardboard and modeling clay in order to gain a feel for the size and complexity of the
shapes. Each team member built five prototypes, and the results can be viewed in Appendices E.1 and E.2.
It was found that the 1.0 in3 material limit is very generous since most parts are less than half that volume.
This is good, as the gating system may also require material and must stay within the 1.0 in3 limit. It was
also noted from the prototypes that some parts weren’t customizable, such as the dog. When choosing
models for the Pugh matrices, the customizability helped reduce the list of all model ideas to only a few.

5.2

PUGH MATRICES

Controlled convergence from the ideation generation was performed to narrow down the options. This
began with Pugh matrices, which compare the top few concept ideas to a datum. The first datum was the
current lost-wax investment cast keychain from the IME 470 curriculum. Each model was compared to the
keychain and evaluated on specifications from the customer’s requirements, QFD, and additional categories
such as a ‘wow’ factor or uniqueness due to new manufacturing capabilities. Rankings of ‘+’, ‘-‘, or ‘S’
represented a positive, negative, or same change with respect to the datum. These were then totaled up, with
a positive sum indicating a model that exceeds the datum when compared to the criteria, and vice versa for
a negative sum; a sum of 0 means it’s similar to the datum. After summing, a second Pugh matrix was
analyzed where the highest-scoring model became the datum, and the other concepts were ranked against
it to reveal more about the designs. The Pugh matrices can be viewed in Appendix F.1-F.3.

STUDENT MODELS:
For the student models first, 13 models were selected from the ideation list and compared against the
keychain. The dice ranked the highest, as it exceeded the keychain in 5 categories: complexity to cast, cost,
post processing, ‘wow’ factor, and aesthetics. Next highest models were the necklace pendant, earrings,
coin, ring, and novelty guitar pick (i.e., a guitar pick for show, not for playing a guitar). It was found that
when the dice became the datum in the second Pugh matrix, no other concept had a sum over 0, meaning
the dice is expected to perform the best in future convergence tests. This can be seen in Appendix F.1.

EXAMPLE PARTS:
For the example models, the same specifications from the student models were used with the addition of
uniqueness due to new manufacturing capabilities and the difficulty of the part. These example parts will
be shown to the class to highlight complex, interesting pieces that seem hard to complete in a foundry
setting. The top model was the action figure, followed by shoelace pendants, rhinestone rings, shot glasses,
and different patterns/textures. The action figure was the highest due to its uniqueness and relatively easy
manufacturability. When the action figure became the datum, the shoelace medallion and shot glass ended
with a positive sum, meaning that these could potentially meet the criteria more than the action figure, and
will be explored further in the weighted decision matrix. This can be seen in Appendix F.2.

TEST COUPONS
Lastly, the test coupons were evaluated against ability to measure certain features (thicknesses, holes, text,
protrusions, etc.). When creating the Pugh matrix, simple ideas of the test coupons were created that
accomplished one task (such as several textures or hole sizes). As shown in Appendix F.3, the test coupon
and test cube ideas were the highest ranked models due to their ability to test several features at once. The
morphological matrix will combine some of the best aspects of these models (specifically the repeatability
of features and overall quantity of features) in order to generate coupon shapes.
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5.3

MORPHOLOGICAL MATRIX

Following the Pugh matrices, a morphological matrix was created for the test coupons. The reason to not
create a morphological matrix for the student/example parts is simply because those models need to have
high reliability while looking interesting and allowing students the ability to customize. There isn’t any
need to string together functions in order to generate models, as these models should be desired shapes/parts
that students would enjoy. The reliability will be measured from casting the parts several times.
The test coupons, however, don’t need to look as visually appealing, so it could be a combination of several
functions that, when strung together, allows for quantifiable testing of the part. Table 3 shows the seven
categories of required features from the ideation generation shown in Appendix D.1, with five ideas each
to solve each function.
Table 3. Categories for morphological matrix for the test models.

Once the functions and ideas were chosen, many new ideas were generated by stringing together one idea
from each function. An example is shown in Table 3: a wedge-shaped part with intrusion text, chamfered
surfaces, angled fins, wood grain texture, and a large hole with a specified depth-to-width ratio. Each
member generated five ideas while keeping manufacturability and measurability in mind. The variations
are shown in Table 4.
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Protrusions

Texture

Holes

Angles

Edge

Text

Thickness

Option 10

Option 9

Option 8

Option 7

Option 6

Option 5

Option 4

Option 3

Option 2

Option 1

Table 4. All 10 options generated from the morphological matrix functions.

Stepped layers
Specific lengths
Wedge
Cone
Filleted Overhang
Intrusion
Extrusion
Cursive/scripty
Rounded/wrapped
Varied font sizes
Chamfers
Wavy/textured
Fillet
Internal fillet
Corner
Bevels
Fanned area
Fins
Shells
Filleted Overhang
Through holes
Blind holes
Tapped holes
Small
Large
Mesh
Bubble
Vornoi
Wood grain
Honeycomb
Straight
Rounded
Angled
Complex shapes
Depth to width ratio

Following the selection of features, each of the ten options were sketched in order to gain a basic schematic
to judge the feasibility. After completing the morphological matrix, one more design was sketched as a
team, which will be included in the following drawings. These sketches can be seen in Figures 8-18.
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Figure 8. Option 1 for test coupon.

Figure 9. Option 2 for test coupon.

Figure 10. Option 3 for test coupon.

Figure 11. Option 4 for test coupon.

Figure 12. Option 5 for test coupon.

Figure 13. Option 6 for test coupon.

Figure 14. Option 7 for test coupon.

Figure 15. Option 8 for test coupon.

Figure 16. Option 9 for test coupon.

Figure 17. Option 10 for test coupon.

Figure 18. Option 11 for test coupon.
Seven of the eleven options were chosen to filter through the weighted decision matrix. Those that didn’t
move forward were discarded due to feasibility of casting and the inability to measure large quantities of
features, which were Options 3, 4, 5, and 7. From the morphological matrix post-discussion, the best models
are those that have repeatability, such as text at different font sizes, holes at decreasing radii, etc., when
evaluating the limitations of the features. Textures and angled features became less of a priority, since these
won’t be vital features to have the students cast. The major concern at this stage is that putting too many
features on one test coupon could clutter the piece and produce unreliable data – for example, it might be
hard to test the radii of the holes if the step thicknesses or inclusions affect the overall performance of the
part. It might be best to consider limiting the number of quantifiable features to avoid this issue, but testing
will be done to determine this.
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5.4

WEIGHTED DECISION MATRICES

Three weighted decision matrices were created for the test coupons (using results from the morphological
matrix), the example models, and the student models. Each concept idea was ranked against specifications
given by the stakeholders, as well as items from the QFD and the morphological matrix. These
specifications were given a weight between 0-10, 10 being of high importance specified by the stakeholders,
such that low-importance categories have less of an effect on the outcome. The ideation designs were then
ranked from 1-10 for each specification, where a 10 meant the concept does an excellent job at completing
the requirement. By summing the weighted performance, an overall score for the model could be
determined. These decision matrices are shown in Appendix G.1.

STUDENT MODELS
For the student models, the top seven choices from the Pugh matrices were ranked against stakeholder
specifications as defined in the QFD and Pugh matrix. The metrics included ease of printable/castable,
cost/volume, expected reliability, the time to clean/post process the model, customizability, and wow factor.
The highest categories included ease of printing/casting and the ability to customize, as this is the complete
basis for the lab and will help ensure student success. Customizability was also important for the student
models.
The dice and ring models ended with the highest score. These rose to the top due to their ability for
customization and ‘wow’ factors, while also having good scores for manufacturability and cost. Other ideas
ranked lower due to their boring nature, expected issues with casting (especially the small features such as
a small earring or necklace pendent), or forethought reliability issues (also related to size/thickness).

EXAMPLE PARTS
The five highest-ranked example models were chosen from the Pugh matrices and evaluated in a weighted
decision matrix with the same specifications as the student parts. A new category of uniqueness was added
to highlight the ability to cast new shapes. The action figure continued to dominate over other options, as it
scored high in the easily printable/castable, cleaning time, and ‘wow’ factor categories. The second highest
model was the patterned shape, as this will allow for the display of new capabilities of the technology that
will amaze the students. The selected shape for the pattern was a skull, as it would feature a wireframe
pattern well. Other options had lower scores due to foresight into casting issues from their thin features or
lack of student excitement.

TEST COUPONS
For the test coupons, the seven top choices were ranked against a set of metrics to converge to two final
concepts. The metrics included sponsor specifications of easily printable/castable, the cost/volume, the
expected reliability, and the time to clean/post process the model. Additional specifications included the
ability to measure features, or simply the inclusion of features (text, edge features, textures, etc.). It was
found that Options 6 and 11 from the morphological matrix were both ranked the highest for their ability
to measure several limitations to the manufacturing process while also being easy to print/cast. What set
these apart from other options was the fact that the layout of the parts allows for features to be added
on/removed with ease, so, for example, if a cylindrical boss is a feature of interest, it can easily be added
on with various heights/thicknesses since the parts are planar with room to modify.
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6.0 FINAL DESIGN
This section will highlight the chosen design for the student models, example models, and test coupons as
well as support the chosen designs with applicable engineering reasoning. Additionally, the plans for the
lab curriculum will be discussed, with the final products listed in the appendix. Any new models that arose
through the manufacturing process will also be discussed here.

6.1

FINAL CHOSEN CONCEPTS (PRIOR TO MANUFACTURING)

STUDENT MODELS
For the student model, the dice was the highest scorer – it’s simple, allows customizability, and is an easy
shape for printing and casting. The ‘ones’ face will be customizable to the student’s liking. It will be created
with the standard dimensions of a die (16 mm edges), so it’s much smaller than the sponsor’s requirement
of 1.0 in3 of material, thus decreasing the cost as well. It also requires little post processing – at most, some
sanding to get smoother faces. A keychain hook has been added as an option if students would like to
include it. This will require purchasing jump rings or thread to loop through, but this is a very low cost.

Figure 19. The die was the first selected design for the student model.
The second student model was the ring, as this is a unique part that is hard to manufacture yet is a common
part to cast. This can also be customized and is very cost/material saving. While it could require more post
processing to smooth the ring band, the ‘wow’ factor and aesthetics drove it to the top of model selection.
The ring will be able to be scaled in CAD in order to fit a range of ring sizes, too. The geometry of the ring
has been smoothed from its original shape for more visual appeal. The success rate is expected to be high
since this is similar to jewelry industries that cast their parts in a similar fashion.

Figure 20. The ring was the second selected design for the student model.
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EXAMPLE PARTS
The highest ranked example part was the action figure, as it’s a complex shape that previous lost-wax
casting techniques would be incapable of making. The model allows for customization in that several
different characters could be created within CAD and printed, given that the overall shape is similar to what
the team tests. The model that will be tested is Kirby (a video game character) because of its unique shape
and relatively easy printing/casting settings. The model size will be approximately the size of a 1.5” cube.
This model is currently planned to be included with the student models if it is easy, successful, and reliable.

Figure 21. The action figure, Kirby, was selected design for the example part [23].
The second highest-scoring example part from the weighted decision matrix was a patterned object. This
pattern can be applied to any shape, but a skull was chosen for the initial test. This is because the thin
features will intrigue the students and provide a challenging part to manufacture. The skull will be
approximately 2” high and have several sprues in the gating system to improve metal flow. If it is too thin
to manufacture, a few different models might be downloaded from online sources and casted instead.

Figure 22. A wireframe skull was also selected design for the example part [24].
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TEST COUPONS
The first test coupon (Option 6 from the potential options) consists of a constant thickness part where each
surface contains different features, including a stepped region, angled fins, varying text size, several through
holes, external protrusions, and filleted edges. These features will allow for measurements to be taken and
dimensions tracked from the printing to final product stage. The ability to test multiple of each feature will
be essential to see the minimum/maximum allowable dimensions. The letter ‘P’ was chosen as the geometry
of the letter includes internal/external curves and a long rectangular section to measure width and length.

Figure 23. The first selected design for a test coupon – Option 6. Dimensions on the measurable features
are shown in Appendix H.1.
The second test coupon, Option 11, is similar to Option 6, but this includes more surfaces for testing. Each
step of the terraced section will have the same features, just at different sizes/heights to view the
performance of decreasingly smaller objects. This simple part will be easy to print and should hopefully be
fairly easy to cast. Fillets and chamfers are included on the stepped corners to provide more data collection.

Figure 24. The second selected design for a test coupon – Option 11. Dimensions on the measurable
features are shown in Appendix H.2.
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Overall, these six models satisfy the sponsors specifications. For the test coupons, the main concern is
quantifying the limitations to the manufacturing technology, which is achievable through the countless
measurable features. Another major request is providing the IME 470 course with interesting parts that are
interesting to students, allow for creativity, and are cost effective. None of the student models go over 1.0
in3 of material (limit based on cost), and all contain some form of customizability. All six models combined
will build the requested library of at least five tested models, while also fulfilling the requirements of
providing the students three options to create during lab (including the action figure if it is relatively easy
and successful).

6.2

POTENTIAL ISSUES (PRIOR TO MANUFACTURING)

There are a few potential issues that could arise with the models. For the dice, the weight distribution is
important to prevent a ‘rigged’ dice. Upon initial testing, we realized that these dice can’t be used for games
(due to the weight, bumps, or infills), so ensuring a perfectly balanced dice is unnecessary. For the student
models, the skull presents the largest foreseeable issue of having too thin of features. If the part doesn’t
work well, the model will be simplified to ensure success, including making the wireframe structure more
easily manufacturable. If that still doesn’t work, since there are certainly limitations to what casting can
achieve, a different (or a few different) student model(s) will be chosen to replace the skull. Lastly, issues
with the test coupons could include too large a quantity of features that will affect the others around them.
This will be evaluated through testing (with potentially different gating systems) to ensure the features can
be quantified independently. Flow simulation has helped prevent the majority of these foreseeable
dependency issues, as by iterating the gating system, the simulation now predicts the flow won’t be
constricted between features.
Some undetermined aspects include the two potential methods for attaching the gating. This will be either
implemented in the CAD model to be printed with the part or attached separately after. Testing is required
to see which method is most appropriate. If the gating is included in the model, that means that there should
be no inconsistencies in the material expansion during burnout, less concern of separation, and ease of
manufacturing (requires no assembly of part and gating). However, if the gating is printed out of PLA on
an FDM printer, it would save money since the resin is expensive, and the gating system doesn’t need the
high layer resolution of the resin printers. However, a concern of the PLA expanding faster than the Castable
2 resin might result in separation in the furnace, thus scrapping the part. In the end, the gating was attached
to the models and printed with the Castable 2 resin to prevent separation or additional manufacturing steps.

6.3

STRUCTURAL PROTOTYPE & SIMULATION

Before several models are printed and analyzed, a prototype was created to test both coupons. The CAD
for both coupons was modified to include gating systems and analyzed in SolidCast®, a flow-simulation
software that is used in IME 470. This software allows the user to import a model, select material properties
of the investment and casting materials, and then simulate the flow of metal through the gating system and
into the part. Once the simulation finishes, results can be analyzed to ensure material reached each crevice
of the part and doesn’t constrict flow to other sections.
To begin the structural prototype, both coupons were loaded into SolidCast® to analyze the gating structure;
without an effective gating structure, the prototype is bound to fail. The results are shown in Figure 25 –
the color scheme shows material density, thus if the part has dark patches, it means there is low or no density
and thus the gating system should be adjusted. Yellow means 100% density. So far, just the test coupons
have been loaded into the simulation software. Once the testing phase has been completed, the
student/example models will be simulated if the coupons are somewhat consistent with the simulation’s
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predictions. If the simulation’s results don’t align with the physical parts, it might not be worth the time
and effort to model the other parts.

(a)

(b)

Figure 25. SolidCast® simulations. (a) For coupon A, material reached all zones of the part and
is thus ready to be attempted in the lab. (b) Coupon B has some zones with no density (dark
color), so the gating system was modified to fill the top of the part before manufacturing.
With slight modifications to the gating system for coupon B, the pieces were ready to print. For these
prototypes, an FDM printer with PLA material was used to preserve the expensive castable resin for actual
tests. Because of the poor print quality of the FDM printer, not all the features were clearly visible, but for
a prototype, it’s sufficient. Figure 26 shows the test coupons before going into the investment stage.

(a)

(b)

Figure 26. (a) Structural prototype for test coupon A. (b) Structural
prototype for test coupon B.
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These coupons were set into flasks and investment material was poured in and hardened, as shown in Figure
27 (a). The process used to make the investment plaster was documented by Professor Coch in a video for
the IME 141 students. The team followed these instructions to get the investment-to-water ratios right.
After the prototypes were printed, the next step is burnout. This will function more as a process-test and
gating-system test, so these parts won’t be measured. Once the gating was verified to work, resin parts will
be cast and measured. Plus, the structural prototypes were made from a FDM printer, and thus have a very
poor layer/dimensional resolution. Table 5 summarizes the burnout schedule needed for PLA, and the final
products can be seen in Figure 27 (b).
Table 5: PLA burnout schedule [25].
Time (Hr: Min)
2:00
2:30 (Hold)
3:00
4:00 (Hold)
2:00
4:00 (Hold)
7:00

(a)

Temp (˚F)
230
230
500
500
700
700
60

Description
Drying wet mold
Drying wet mold
Melt PLA without burning it
Melt PLA without burning it
Vaporize remaining PLA
Vaporize remaining PLA
Cool to room temperature

(b)

Figure 27. (a) The test coupons stuck into the rubber sprue base of the flask.
The top of the gating system fits snugly in the rubber stopper. (b) The casted
product, which if seen up close, has a poor layer resolution and surface finish
due to the FDM printing technique.
For the actual test coupons, the resin from SprintRay (named “Castable 2”) has a slightly different burnout
schedule. First, the oven is preheated to 800˚C, and once the investment is in the furnace, temperature is
ramped to 950˚C. This temperature is held for 1 hour for the first 100g of material plus 30 minutes for each
additional 100g of investment. Then, the oven is cooled back down to 800˚C before removing the flask
[26]. Once the burnout process is complete, liquid aluminum will be poured into the cavity. This will be
allowed to harden before breaking the plaster and revealing the finished product.
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By manufacturing the test coupons, a few important discoveries were found. First, some of the incredibly
thin parts had an issue being filled with material or burned out. Luckily, this only aids to the research, as it
shown limitations to the technology. It was seen that holes under 1mm in diameter failed to cast properly,
as well as rectangular holes of 1mm side lengths. Surprisingly, most other features came out fine. Also,
several items were made for the 3D printing to aid with the process, including silicone work mats for grip,
instructions for operating the printers, and a custom-made apparatus to drain excess resin back into the
bottles. The structural prototype also highlighted a detail in the slicing software that needs to be addressed:
setting the infill low to preserve material.

6.4

ADDITIONAL DESIGN IMPLEMENTATION – POST-CDR

Throughout the manufacturing process, limitations and shortcomings of the original final designs became
apparent. These issues included failure within the casts, inability to draw substantial data from test coupons,
and problems with process inconsistency. In order to make up for these faults, new designs were
implemented to allow for the adaptation of the original concepts.

GENERAL ISSUES:
The goal of this project was to capture the capabilities of the investment casting process used in conjunction
with SLA rapid prototyping and castable resins. In order to do this, the testing was to be performed with
minimal outside influence on the process to get the highest quality of results. Unfortunately, the investment
lab where the testing was performed lacked a vacuum chamber, which is crucial for degassing the
investment and allowing for the removal of all bubbles within the cast. This meant that throughout testing,
most of the casted parts had an issue with bubbling on the surface. This was mitigated by the vibration of
the mold, which although not a complete solution to the problem, did help release some of the trapped air
in the investment. Part orientations were modified to have the least number of horizontal surfaces which
also lowered the number of bubbles within the final mold. An example of this modification can be seen in
Figure 28 where the sprue on the die was rotated to prevent bubbles from collecting on any particular face.

(a)

(b)

Figure 28. The original sprue design (a) allowed for the parts to fill but left bubbles due to the parallel
bottom surface. The new design (b) allows for the part to fill as well as prevents air getting trapped.
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EXAMPLE PARTS
The example parts – in particular, the skull – proved quickly that they would be too complex to cast.
Although the prints would be quite simple, apart from the support removal, the test coupons dictated the
limitations of the process and revealed that the dimensions of the original example parts would be too small
to successfully cast. Section 7.4.2 shows pictures of the new models that were chosen, which include an
Iron Man bust, interlocking rings and a chess piece. The reasoning behind these new ones came from student
opinions on what they thought might look cool. This was asked during student testing, and CAD files of
the three new example models were made accordingly.
Additionally, one of the example parts planned to be manufactured was a Kirby action figure. Instead of
casting the figure itself, the team thought it would be a new learning opportunity for students in IME 471
to learn about die casting. The CAD model was modified to turn the action figure into a cavity to fill with
molten hot glue or wax. The students would be able to clamp to halves together, as shown in Figure 29, and
inject molten plastic to form a Kirby action figure rather than cast it out of metal. This allows for much
more usage out of the part and a new manufacturing technique for the students. In the future, students could
even make their own molds to complete a similar process.

Figure 29. The die-cast Kirby action figure apparatus. As seen, there are two halves, which, when
clamped together, will form a Kirby-shaped cavity in which molten plastic can fill. Once hardened, a
plastic Kirby can be extracted, and the die can be reused.
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TEST COUPONS
The original test coupons yielded a lot of useful data on the limitations of the process, but once a few had
been measured and recorded, the team realized that obtaining a sample size large enough for repeatability
testing would be unrealistic. This was based on factors such as the number of parts that could be casted at
once (only two per flask) and how often the team had access to the lab. This was resolved by the
development of a new coupon design. This new coupon shown in Figure 30 follows a more simplistic
design with a set of round and flat sided extrusions and holes. This design also allows four coupons to be
cast in one flask, and instead of having over 50 measurable features, there are only five to be concerned
about. Specifications and dimensions for this part can be found in Appendix H.3.

Figure 30. This design utilizes a lower number of features as well as a smaller footprint. This leads to a
lower chance of features affecting each other, an easier investment and casting process, and the ability to
cast 4 coupons within a single flask.

6.5

DESIGN HAZARDS, MAINTENANCE, & REPAIR

Before manufacturing and casting the selected models, a risk assessment was performed to identify any
hazards and the necessary precautions needed to prevent them. These are summarized in the Design Hazard
Checklist in Appendix I.1. The laboratory has dangerous equipment that can’t be improperly used, such as
the spinning grinding wheels, extremely hot temperature of the metal and furnace, and sharp edges on the
part. The UV lights should not be pointed toward the eyes, and gloves/facemasks/goggles/pants should be
worn when handling the uncured resin to prevent exposure. The preventative measures for these safety
concerns will be included in the lab manual and video tutorial in order to explain the dangers to the students,
especially because the identified hazards can cause serious physical harm. For manufacturing the test
coupons, the senior project team will operate the machines with care to prevent physical harm. The lab will
also be stocked with the proper PPE (gloves, goggles, and face masks).
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Additionally, an FMEA was created to identify foreseeable failure modes, which are documented in
Appendix J.1 and are broken up into two sections: failure in the curriculum and the research. There are only
two main potentials for failure, or incompleteness. First, one original task in the functional decomposition
was to “experiment with printer settings,” but, the proprietary MoonRay printers are already optimized for
the best performance. The second was “analyzing burnout,” but this is likely out of scope of the project’s
objective and budget. Instead, the burnout can be qualitatively analyzed depending on the quality of the
casted part. For the other tasks shown in Appendix J.1, there is not much concern for completing each
objective. If, in some rare occurrence, something fails to be finished, it won’t impose any physical safety
concerns for the users, it would only restrict ease of instruction/success rate for the lab. For the two
categories that likely won’t be completed, these won’t affect the overall performance or success of the
research as it was defined in the scope of the project.
Maintenance of the lab will be a section within the curriculum plan. The largest maintenance concern is
about the MoonRay 3D printers, as these are expensive machines that were gratefully donated to the IME
department. Special care of these machines is crucial for their longevity and success in the future.
Maintenance on these machines consists of properly cleaning all resin surfaces between 3D prints. To
combat the cleaning confusion, a set of instructions has been developed to be hung in the 3D printing lab.
These operators’ manuals are included in Appendix K.1 and includes other instructions for setting
up/removing your print. Repairs associated with this machine should be deferred to the IME technician, as
proper upkeep of IME machines is one of his responsibilities. Additionally, students shouldn’t attempt to
fix the machines to prevent being hold liable. SprintRay (the company that donated these printers) is a great
resource for proper maintenance and repair, if needed.

6.6

DESIGN COST

Initially budgeted a few hundred dollars for this project, the actual cost of this senior project is within about
$150. Due to the gracious donation from SprintRay, the 3D printer, curing chamber, and castable resin costs
have all been waived. The IME lab also had enough aluminum stock for our testing purposes, so the only
materials needed were protective gear (goggles, mainly), investment plaster (to not deplete the shops’
supply), a few scrapers/mats for ease of 3D printing, isopropyl alcohol, and a wash container. Essentially,
because all the materials were donated other than investment plaster, the cost of the verification prototypes
and all models the team will print werer free. When the process is implemented into the IME 470 lab, the
only additional costs will be material (investment, aluminum, and resin). A purchasing list/BOM has been
included in Appendix A.1. Most of these costs are for supplies that will be used in the IME 470 class, so
most of the purchasing will carry on to supply the curriculum.

6.7

LAB CURRICULUM PLAN

Along with the physical models and research, the curriculum package is essential for determining the
success of the senior project. This section will outline the materials within the lab manual, video tutorial,
and student testing. The final products can be viewed in Appendices L.1 – L.3.
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6.7.1 LAB MANUAL PLAN
The lab manual will be tailored to both students and instructors, and will contain the following sections to
fully describe the manufacturing processes. The finished lab manual can be seen in Appendix L.1.
Additionally, a pre-lab quiz (which was a ‘want’ of the sponsor, but the team figured this would be an
essential portion of the curriculum) is listed in Appendix L.2.
o
o

o

o
o

o
o
o
o

Safety precautions
Customizing the 3D model
o How to load the model into the TinkerCAD software
o How to:
▪ Extrude,
▪ Create text,
▪ Create shapes, and
▪ Cut extrude.
o How to export the file as an STL for 3D printing.
Operating the 3D printer
o How to load the model onto the printer. Instructions will also be posted on the wall of the
3D printing room.
o How to operate the slicing software. Instructions will also be posted on the wall of the 3D
printing room.
o What to set layer thickness, part orientation, printer speed, and support settings. This should
be the default settings.
o How to set up the 3D printer. Instructions will also be posted on the wall of the 3D printing
room.
o How to start the print.
Performing necessary cleaning processes
o Amount of time in the isopropyl bath, any necessary sanding/cutting of support material.
Curing the 3D printed model
o Method for curing (UV light, thermal cure, or a combination). Instructions will also be
posted on the wall of the 3D printing room.
o Duration/temperature for the models. These will be the default settings of the curing
chamber.
Mixing and pouring the investment
o The ratio of investment plaster to water.
o Methodology for submerging 3D printed part into the investment.
Operating the furnace for proper burnout settings
o Specified temperature ranges and durations for the burnout cycle.
Casting the investment
o This is largely the same as previous labs, so only a general procedure will be given to
supplement the manual.
Maintenance to 3D printer and curing station.

With this manual, it will ultimately be up to the lab instructor to determine which processes the students
complete; for example, the students might not be able to operate the 3D printer or burnout furnace for safety
reasons or preventing violation of equipment.
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6.7.2 VIDEO TUTORIAL PLAN
The video tutorial will focus on the actual in-lab processes that the student must complete. A story board
of the planned video plan can be seen in Appendix M.1. Links to the final videos can be found in Appendix
L.3. These videos are summarized below:
o

o
o

o

3D modelling
o How to customize the pre-made models – short CAD software tutorial.
o How to export the file to the slicing program.
o How to slice the model and send to the 3D printer.
3D printing
o An overview on how to modify the printing parameters described in the lab manual.
o How to start the printer/fill with resin.
Post 3D printing cleaning/curing
o How to remove the model from the 3D printer and transfer to the isopropyl bath.
o Proper PPE and safety concerns with handling uncured resin.
o How to cure the model.
Investment casting
o The ratio of materials for mixing the investment plaster and pouring into the flask.
o How to insert the model into the flask.
o Proper time to allow the investment to harden before putting into the oven.
o Burnout procedure and actual casting with liquid aluminum.

Similar to the lab manual, the entire process will be shown in the video whether or not the students complete
each step, such as the furnace or 3D printer.

6.7.3 STUDENT TESTING PLAN
Once a majority of the research was completed and the project shifted toward developing the complete
curriculum package, a small group of students were led through the process. This was to observe the process
flow and ability for students to complete what will be implemented during the IME 470 course. Five
students were taken through the process, and feedback was given in the form of satisfaction surveys. These
surveys were administered for the following topics in order to improve each step of the process:
o
o
o

Customization of the supplied 3D model
Overall process flow for printing/casting
Curriculum materials (manual and video tutorial)

The surveys can be viewed in Appendix C.1-C.3 and an example of one students’ response can be seen in
Appendix N.1. While not all are included, several student verbally went through the satisfaction surveys
and gave feedback rather than filling them out, thus the reason to not include them. Overall, of the 5
students, 4 of them gave each survey 100%, and only one student gave a survey a 95%. With this level of
success, the curriculum plan only needed a little modification before finalizing.
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7.0 MANUFACTURING
This section will describe the manufacturing outcome for the senior project. This senior project, being based
around manufacturing, has an unorthodox plan when compared to classical senior projects. Therefore,
instead of describing how components will be manufactured (with dimensioned drawings) and assembled
into a larger assembly (since there aren’t parts to be assembled or dependent on others), this section will
clearly describe the manufacturing process taken by all available models. It will also highlight the several
models cast in the process and any other physical things manufactured throughout the entirety of the senior
project. Additionally, the procurement and outsourcing will be addressed.

7.1

PROCUREMENT & BUDGET

The procurement of items has been broken down into two categories: 3D printing and casting. For 3D
printing, Table 6 shows the needed items and their method of procurement. For the purchased items, a
detailed budget is shown in Appendix A.1. The total cost was $130, which is far below the budget of $500.
As noted in Table 6, several items were donated from SprintRay, a 3D printing company with ties to the
IME department at Cal Poly – we are grateful of their donations to advanced resin printers, Castable 2 resin,
and curing chambers.
Table 6. Materials needed for 3D printing/curing processes.
Item
Resin 3D printer
Curing chamber
Castable 2 resin
Silicone work mats
Plastic scrapers
Isopropyl alcohol
Washing container
Goggles
Gloves
Masks

Procurement Method
Donated from SprintRay
Donated from SprintRay
Donated from SprintRay
Purchased on Amazon
Purchased on Amazon
Purchased on Amazon
Purchased on Amazon
Purchased on Amazon
Already in IME shop
Already owned

Additionally, several items were needed for the burnout, investment, and casting procedures. Table 7 shows
these items below, and detailed budget-keeping is shown in Appendix A.1.
Table 7. Materials needed for burnout/investment/casting processes.
Item
Ultra-Vest investment material
Mixing tools
Flasks
Burnout furnace
Aluminum 356
Casting furnace
Casting crucible
Protective gear

Procurement Method
Purchased on Rio Grande
Already in IME shop
Already in IME shop
Already in IME shop
Already in IME shop
Already in IME shop
Already in IME shop
Already in IME shop
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7.2

MANUFACTURING STEPS FOR VERIFICATION PROTOTYPE

As mentioned, the list of manufacturing jobs differs from the classical senior project. Thus, the
manufacturing process used on all models will be described below. These are the guidelines for the
curriculum package/tutorial video to instruct students. Additionally, the 3D printing and curing steps are
shown in greater detail with an instruction manual that the team made for the MoonRay printers. This is
included in Appendix K.1 and is taped to the walls of the 3D printing room.
3D Printing Process: These steps are described in the instruction manual (in Appendix K.1)
1. Set up MoonRay 3D printer.
2. Load STL model into SprintRay slicing software, named RayWare.
3. Orient the model to print in the most optimal condition, set the support density, and slice the model.
The defaults for this step should be fine.
4. Send the information via WiFi to the printers and start the print.
Curing Process: These steps are described in the instruction manual (in Appendix K.1)
1. Take the model off the build plate. Rinse in isopropyl alcohol and break off support material.
2. Place the model into the curing chamber.
3. Set the curing process to “Castable 2” and use the default preset values to cure the model.
4. Clean the printer while part is curing as shown by the instructions on the wall.
5. After curing, smooth any edges (as necessary).
Creating the Investment:
1. Follow the tutorial on the IME 141 Canvas page for making the investment slurry [27].
a. To summarize, mix one full cup of investment and a cup of warm water (filled to the line
marked on the cup). These materials are all in the IME shop in a cabinet near the door.
2. Place the 3D printed model into the sprue former, making sure that the 0.5” diameter cylinder of
the gating system fits snugly into the rubber top.
3. Place the flask around the rubber lid. Press down until fully attached.
4. Fill the flask with the investment material until completely full.
5. Tap the flask for a few minutes to remove as many bubbles as possible. If accessible, use the
vacuum chamber for this step.
6. Let the flask sit to harden (several hours, or just add it into the furnace and it will finish it).
Burnout:
1. Set the burnout schedule to the one specified by the Castable 2 resin. These are also described in
Section 6.2 of this CDR report.
a. Preheat to 800˚C, then place flask into furnace.
b. Ramp temperature to 950˚C and hold for 1 hour for the first 100g of material plus 30
minutes for each additional 100g of investment material.
c. Cool the furnace back to 800˚C and remove flask.
2. Pour while the flask is still very warm to prevent cooling the molten metal too much.
Casting:
1. Follow the common IME 141 casting procedure to fill the investment with liquid AL356.
2. Allow the material to cool.
3. Break investment plaster to remove metal model.
4. Cut off the gating structure and sand down attachment locations. Use the hacksaw and grinder in
the IME lab to perform these actions.
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For this project specifically, a formal drawing package was not developed since there aren’t machined parts,
assembly-level drawings, or an appropriate iBOM. Appendices H.1 – H.3 and O.1 – O.2 contain the
dimensioned features of the test coupons, which was simpler and more organized to draw by hand than a
formal engineering drawing (too many features to dimension). Table 8 shows the iBOM for the project,
which is not quite like a classical iBOM, in that parts aren’t reliant on subassemblies. This is because none
of the parts directly affect the others.
Table 8. iBOM of different models and necessary material.

7.3

ASSEMBLY AND OUTSOURCING

For this project, there will be no major assembly required or outsourcing. All manufacturing steps are
specifically done in-house to prepare the lab for student use and ensure steps are accomplishable.
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7.4

MANUFACTURING RESULTS

This section will highlight with pictures the results of manufacturing, including pictures from the student
models, example models, test coupons, and student testing results. The pictures will follow the order of
manufacturing. Additionally, before doing any manufacturing, a risk assessment was performed to mitigate
any hazards. This can be seen in Appendix P.1.

7.4.1 3D PRINTING PROCESS
The 3D printing section of the project had a decent amount of trial and error before converging to a
successful process. This included learning the limits to how much material could be printed at one time and
the filtering of the resin. Through experience, it became apparent that 6 rings/dice could fit on the build
plate with each part tilted at a 35˚ angle to reduce failure from the parts peeling off the build plate. As seen
in Figure 31, parts easily come off the build plate if there’s too much surface area to adhere to the florescent
surface, thus scrapping all the parts.

Figure 31. As seen, this print prematurely separated from the build surface. This was because the print
wasn’t angled at 35˚, which has been shown to produce a good quality print with less likely chances of
peeling failures.
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However, once these kinks were worked out, the prints were much more successful. An examples of a
successfully printed part can be seen in Figure 32.

Figure 32. These interlocking rings came out well, as they stuck to the build plate and had no failures
prior to burnout. By angling the part, it reduces the adhesion area on the florescent surface and thus has a
lower chance of failure.
Prior to talking with SprintRay, a stand was designed and constructed to recirculate the excess resin through
a filter and back into the bottle. However, talking with the Director of Operations at SprintRay revealed
that filtering the resin can remove the photo-sensitive compounds that cure the liquid, and thus filtering is
not advised. Instead, it was deemed best to simply put a cover on the resin vat (to prevent light exposure)
and simply top-off the vat each time the resin level gets too low. To streamline this, the vats have caps with
tape on them to mark what is currently in the vat, and the vat trays are stored in a cabinet drawer to prevent
light from curing the liquid. A picture of the drawer can be seen in Figure 33.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 33. (a) A custom-made stand for filtering the resin before learning to avoid filtration. (b) Location
for storing the trays of resin between prints without needing to filter.
Through over 50 prints, several of which failed, the 3D printing process was honed down to work very
reliably by the end of the senior project. Mainly, the resin was stopped being filtered and the parts were
angled to prevent a large adhesion area. Additionally, the build plates weren’t overloaded with parts, as
having too much surface area curing would cause the print to fail. Looking forward, this process should be
fairly easy for any future technicians. As long as they follow our recommendations for the number of
dice/rings to fill the build plate with, and assuming they’re in the right orientation/inclination angle, there
shouldn’t be an issue with the printer failing.
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7.4.2 CASTING PROCESS
The curing and burnout process was consistent and reliable for the entirety of the project, and thus doesn’t
require much detail. As for the burnout process, the schedule and time was dependent on the professor, and
the flasks of prints was included in the oven along with several other types of burnout processes. From
observation, following the burnout schedule for the lost-wax process (as done in IME 141) was sufficient
to burnout the Castable 2 resin. This included firing the furnace to 800˚C and having the flasks inside for
about 6-8 hours. In the event that the flasks weren’t directly taken out of the oven and poured immediately,
(and thus the flasks cooled to room temperature), the flasks were stuck into a smaller oven to preheat them
to 200˚C prior to pouring. This helped prevent premature solidification of the aluminum from the
temperature shock.
The success of the cast largely depended on the success of burnout. Several time during the manufacturing
stage, the plaster would crack or slightly explode if there was a large pocket of air trapped within it. Once
the flask cracks, it’s unable to be filled under vacuum pressure, and thus wouldn’t fill as successfully. It’s
important that the flasks don’t have pockets of air in them to ensure pouring success. Figures 34 – 38 show
pictures of successful and unsuccessful casts.

Figure 34. A few of the casted coupons. In total, 5 of each test coupon were successfully cast and used
for analysis on the limitations of sizing (minimum thicknesses or diameters). These hadn’t been fully
washed prior to the image, and thus the reason for residual plaster to be stuck between features.
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Figure 35. A new test coupon was created for statistical measures that has much fewer features to
document. 12 of these were produced for a large enough sample size to accurately document the
shrinkage rates.

Figure 36. A few of the initial student models. These were done by students as then walked through the
lab curriculum.
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(a) A chess piece

(b) Ironman bust

(c) Interlocking rings (expanded)

(d) Interlocking rings (concentric)

Figure 37. After analysis over the complicated skull, it was determined that it might be overly complex
and take a lot of iteration before getting the gating system to work. Instead, a few other interesting models
were created and cast to pass around to students. These are (a) a chess piece, (b) Ironman, and (c)/(d)
interlocking rings.
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Figure 38. The other example model we wanted to prepare was the Kirby action figure, but instead we
changed this to a die-cast model. As shown, the Kirby figure is a cavity that when the two pieces are
clamped together, can be filled with hot glue/liquid wax and allowed to harden. This was created to show
the students a different form of manufacturing and how dies can be cast instead of machined.
Overall, there was great success with casting as long as the flask didn’t crack within the burnout stage.
Once the flask cracks, it’s unable to be poured under vacuum pressure, and the gravity-filled method had a
lower success rate. This is likely because the sprues are quite thin, and metal can be stopped prematurely.
An example of this is shown in Figure 38.

Figure 38. As seen, the metal barely got through the sprues since it didn’t have the vacuum pressure
drawing it into the cavity.
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7.4.3 FUTURE RECOMMENDATIONS
The main recommendation is to ensure the flask won’t crack within the furnace. As shown in Figure 38, if
the flask cracks and cannot be filled under vacuum pressure, most likely the cast won’t come out properly.
To combat this, our recommendation is during investment, fill the flask with plaster until there is about 1”
left to the top, then shake the flask vigorously (making sure to not spill the plaster) until no more bubbles
rise. Then, fill the top of the flask with investment until it’s full, and lightly tap to remove any bubbles that
formed during the second fill. This is easier because if you fill the flask to the brim with plaster, it’s much
more difficult to shake the flask rigorously to remove bubbles and not spill everywhere. Tapping the edge
of the flask is also beneficial to encourage the bubbles to rise to the top of the plaster. The best solution
would use a vacuum pump during the investment portion, but that was out of the scope and budget for this
project. If the IME department purchased a vacuum pump for the lab, this issue would likely be resolved.
Another recommendation is to get both printers running at once to increase production. To do this, connect
the laptop to one of the MoonRay printers via WiFi, and after successfully sending off the print (and
ensuring that the machine starts), simply switch the WiFi to the second printer and repeat the set-up process
to print. While you won’t be able to pause or monitor the first printer (since the laptop is WiFi connected
to the second), you can view the progress if you switch back at any time. Currently, this is the only way to
get both printers running from a singular laptop.

8.0 DESIGN VERIFICATION
8.1

PROJECT SPECIFICATIONS RESULTS

To validate that the senior project accomplished its goal, several specifications were identified in Section
4.6 and evaluated to constitute a successful senior project. This section will cover those planned tests. Each
tests aimed to satisfy each of the specifications in Section 4.6 with a “test” (or “T” as it’s labelled in Table
2) compliance method. Table 9 summarizes the specifications in Table 2 that use the “test” method. Under
Table 9 is a description test and results for each specification, but the Design Verification Plan in Appendix
Q.1 fully summarized the tests as they were planned.
Table 9. Specifications table for customer requirements that require testing.
#
1
2
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
15
16

Parameter Description
Library of successful models
Library of student-ready models
Process satisfaction survey
Customization satisfaction survey
Curriculum satisfaction survey
Time to clean/post-process
Time for respective process (print vs cast)
Reliability
Quantifiable Features
Volume
Video Time

Target
5 models
3 models
75% satisfaction
75% satisfaction
75% satisfaction
15 minutes
8 hours each
90%
5 features
1.0 in3
15 minutes

Tolerance Risk
Min
M
Min
H
Min
H
Min
H
Min
H
Max
M
Max
L
Min
M
Min
H
Max
L
Max
L

Compliance
A, I, T
A, I, T
T
T
T
T
S, T
I, S, T
T
A, T
S, T
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Below, each of the tests for each specification will be described and the results noted. Any issues or
incomplete tests will be noted in these sections too.
Spec 1 – 2: The compliance will be tested through manufacturing and casting these models to view their
success. Success is deemed qualitatively such that the casts come out usable and completely
filled with metal (no consistent cavities). From testing, it was determined that there are 6
models that were successful – dice, ring, chess piece, interlocking rings, Kirby, and Ironman –
and thus this specification was met. For Spec 2, there are three models ready for students: dice,
ring, and the die-cast Kirby. The successful models can be seen in Figure 40.

Figure 40. Successful models from left to right: test coupon A, test coupon B, ring, dice, new test
coupon, iron man bust, chess piece, interlocking rings. There were a total of 8 successful pieces from the
original design. Additionally, the Kirby die was successful, as shown in Figure 38. The Kirby, ring, and
dice account for the three student models that were requested.
Spec 4 – 6: These surveys are documented in Appendices C.1 - C.3. Five students were walked through
the entire process during Winter quarter to gain feedback on the process and have room to
iterate any necessary changes. A sample response from the surveys is shown in Appendix N.1.
A benchmark of 75% was deemed appropriate from Dr. Wang, which this was met (most gave
100% satisfaction). This test had to be modified slightly since the casting instructors didn’t
allow them to go into the lab, and thus they couldn’t fill out certain portions of the surveys.
However, this wasn’t a huge roadblock as the students in IME 470 should already know how
to cast/invest materials, and thus don’t need to fill out a survey on completing the process.
Spec 7:

This test was timed with a stopwatch to see how long it takes to remove the part, clean it with
isopropyl, and cure it. On average, it only took about 1 minute per part, and thus is
significantly under the benchmark. Additionally, the time required to cut off the gating system
and sand down the gating-part interfaces after casting was timed. A benchmark of 15 minutes
was considered allowable, and depending on the desired outcome, this was easily achievable
(taking on average about 10 minutes). However, for the rings, it’s possible to polish these in
the machine shop for a shiny finish, which takes longer than 15 minutes. This was deemed
allowable because it’s dependent on the student’s desire for how much they want to clean their
part and/or shine it.

Spec 8:

Because a technician will need to print all the parts, it’s considerate to reduce print/cure time
as much as possible while producing successful models. It was found that for the highest noted
level of success, the parts should be oriented at a 35˚ with respect to the build plate. With this
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orientation, it takes about 4 hours to print 6 student models on each printer. By starting both
printers, 12 student models can be printed in about 4 hours. Since the IME 470 class has
roughly 25 students, this means that it would only take one day to print everyone’s models,
which is reasonable for the technician to handle. For curing, it was found that the preset 14minute cure cycle for the Castable 2 resin was the most optimal. The curing chamber can hold
over 12 parts (the maximum would be 12 parts coming off of both printers) so the curing
chamber doesn’t bottleneck the process. For burnout, the flasks are generally in the oven for
8 hours, which is the standard for the IME casting lab. There is little control over these times
without risking part failure (especially inclination angle while printing not at 35˚). However,
each respective process is appropriate to implement within the IME 471 lab.
Spec 9:

This benchmark was met by testing several parts and seeing the percentage that pass. 12 test
coupons were printed for statistical analysis, and 100% of them came out. Throughout the
entire senior project, we invested 49 models and 44 came our correct, leading to a 90% success
rate. To improve this, it truly comes down to getting enough bubbles out of the flask before
putting it in the oven. The 5 failed parts were only because the flask cracked in the furnace
and the parts had to be cast without the vacuum pressure pulling the metal into the cavity. An
example of a good and bad cast that failed purely from a cracked flask can be seen in Figure
41.

Figure 41. On the right, a successful cast that was done under vacuum pressure. On the left, the flask had
cracked, and the metal only halfway made it down the sprue under a gravity-pour. To improve success, a
vacuum pump could be used during investment to prevent the flask from cracking due to air pockets in
the plaster.
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Spec 10:

The number of quantifiable features is one of the most important aspects of the research portion.
On the original test coupons, there were over 50 features. These coupons were used to test the
minimum sizes for features, such as the smallest achievable diameter or thickness. Originally,
these coupons were going to be measured for statistical analysis, thus the reason for the premade data tables shown in Appendix O.1 and O.2. However, since there were too many features
to measure quickly, the new test coupons were created to account for a statistical analysis. The
new coupons had 5 features, including two intrusion/extrusion boss lengths, two
intruded/extruded diameters, and the overall coupon length. While a formal data collection
table wasn’t created, Excel was used to record the measurements and perform all calculations.
The results for this can be seen in Section 8.3, with the data table shown in Appendix O.3.

Spec 15:

Dr. Wang specified a target of 1.0 in3 of resin material, but with the proprietary castable resin,
1.0 in3 is about $3.33/student. Luckily, all of models are well below 1 in3, so this is not a
concern. The volume will be measured in CAD and include the necessary gating structure.

Spec 16:

There are a total of 4 videos, and the combined length is about 10.5 minutes. Student feedback
from specification #6 (curriculum satisfaction surveys) was used to critique the length of the
video, where it was agreed that the video length was adequate. The video links are listed in
Appendix L.2.

To summarize all the tests and their results, a Design Verification Plan and Report (DVP&R) is included
in Appendix Q.1 The equipment needed for all the tests was located in the IME lab, which mainly included
the printers, curing chambers, burnout oven, and casting supplies; some tests required no more equipment
than the CAD software itself or a stopwatch. All of this information is documented in Appendix Q.1 for
each specification.
Additionally, there were a few other specifications in Table 2 that were met. First, the lab space area has 4
stations (3D printers, curing chamber, investment table, and casting lab), and the 3D printing/curing station
is roughly 9ft2, and thus within the desired floorspace and station count. The cost of resin/materials is also
within the guidelines as the amount of investment is the same as the current IME 141 lab (under $2/student)
and the models are under 1in3 (thus under $2/student). In total, all specifications from the sponsor were
met.

8.2

DESIGN VERIFICATION CONCLUSION & CHALLENGES

Overall, each of the specification given by the sponsor were met or exceeded throughout this project. While
there were some design changes to the example parts and student models, ultimately the new models
continued to satisfy the needs of Dr. Wang and the IME professors.
There were several learning opportunities and challenges as the team worked through each specification.
The most major challenge was with measuring the many features on Test Coupons A/B, and thus came
about the design change to cast the new, simpler test coupon. Additionally, a great challenge came from
preventing the flasks from exploding in the furnace, as it was dropping the reliability. The current work
around is to partially fill the flask to allow for more aggressive shaking/vibrations to remove bubbles, which
is the easiest and most practical way to solve the issue currently.
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8.3

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

In order to determine a reasonable measure of the expansion during burnout/the overall process, a statistical
analysis of several test coupons was performed. Instead of using the Test Coupons A or B, since they have
over 50 measurable features, a third test coupon was created that only had 5 key features to measure.
However, Test Coupons A/B were important to the study, as it was found that the minimum hole could
have a diameter of 1mm, and the smallest hemispherical protrusion could be 0.5mm in diameter. All other
features came out fine. Test Coupon C is shown in Figure 42, with measurable features including side
lengths of the two squares, diameters of the two circles, and the overall side length of the coupon.
Additionally, the plan changed from measuring the features post-print, post-cure, and post-cast, as the
variance between each step is unavoidable and unmodifiable. For example, there’s nothing that can be done
to reduce growth during the print or in the curing chamber, so it would be more valuable to learn the
overarching growth from CAD to finalized product.

Figure 42. Test coupon used for statistical uncertainty propagation.
For this study, 12 of these coupons were printed and casted in order to get a decent sample size. Then,
measurements were taken on all twelve coupons and their deviations from the nominal CAD dimensions
were plotted to see the distribution of shrinkage/expansion. Figure 43 shows all sixty shrinkage
measurements (5 locations on 12 coupons), where it can be seen that most of the measurements expanded.

Figure 43. A multimodal distribution for all sixty measurements taken. Since there are two obvious
peaks, the histogram was split into the features that were intrusions and the features that were extrusions.
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As seen in Figure 43, there are two obvious clumps of data. To try and observe two different phenomena,
Figure 44 shows two distributions, one for the intrusion features and one for extrusions. The features
included in the “intrusion” graph are the rectangular and circular holes side lengths/diameters in the coupon,
respectively. The features plotted in the “extrusion” histogram include the side lengths of the rectangular
boss and overall coupon length, as well as the diameter of the circular extrusion.

(a)
(b)
Figure 44. (a) The expansion of the circular/rectangular holes (the intrusion features). In general, the
average growth is close to 0.36 mm. (b) The expansion of the circular/rectangular extrusions and overall
coupon length. In general, the average growth is close to 0.07 mm.
As seen in the distributions of Figure 44, the intrusions had a much larger growth than the extrusions. One
plausible explanation for this phenomenon is for the circular/rectangular holes, in order for the resin to
expand in the furnace, it only needs to strain the small amount of material that filled the hole. For an
extrusion to expand in the oven, it has to push all the material between the resin and the flask wall, and thus
has much more resistance and won’t expand as much.
Along with plotting the shrinkage rates, using the data from the twelve coupons, an average growth with
an uncertainty was determined. This was calculated using the student-t distributions for a small sample size
(n = 12). Below is a summary of the data from each feature:
•
•
•
•
•

Overall coupon side length expansion:
Square extrusion side length expansion:
Circular extrusion diameter expansion:
Square hole side length expansion:
Circular hole diameter expansion:

0.33  0.11 mm
0.05  0.05 mm
0.07  0.07 mm
0.33  0.04 mm
0.35  0.03 mm

or
or
or
or
or

1.11  0.36 %
0.48  0.53 %
0.73  0.67 %
3.31  0.41 %
3.48  0.32 %

In general, the models grew in the furnace, but it can be seen that the intrusions changed length the most.
The overall coupon length also grew a decent amount, but this may be because the side length was 30 mm
long, versus all other features were only 10 mm, and thus could thermally grow more. The two extrusions
had the smallest growth rates, likely because in order for the extrusions to expand, they must compress the
entire flask of hardened plaster. For a more accurate representation of the data, a larger sample size would
assist in preventing a skew in the data, though there was not enough opportunity to cast more coupons.
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9.0 PROJECT MANAGEMENT
The senior design project consisted of three main sections – designing/planning, testing, and implementing
– which were split between three quarters. A brief description of the planned timeline for the project will
be given and a discussion at the end of this section will overview what worked well or poorly throughout
the process.

9.1

PLANNED PROJECT MANAGEMENT

The three main sections mentioned above correlated well with the three quarters of senior project. The first
quarter planned to revolve around preliminary research, a scope of work, ideation generation, and controlled
ideation convergence. Preparation for testing during the second quarter would involve formulating an
approved test plan, including a list of measurable quantities on the models, as seen in Appendices O.1 and
O.2. During the second quarter, with the feedback gained from the sponsor on the concept models,
manufacturing was planned to start. The manufacturing phase would specifically focus on printing and
casting several test coupons and assessing their successes/failures after the process. This would include the
measurement of part features, including thicknesses, radii, depths, and others described in Section 4.6.
Lastly, the plan for the final quarter was to get students into the lab and test out the process. Once feedback
would be received from the students, the curriculum package would go through the final iteration and be
given to the instructors of IME 470. Additionally, throughout the second/third quarters, example parts for
students would be created and casted.

9.2

PROJECT DELIVERABLES

To organize the efforts needed over the course of the project, a Gantt chart has been provided in Appendix
R.1. Table 10 outlines the major milestones for the project, as mentioned in the Gantt chart.
Table 10. Major milestones for the entirety of the project.
Date
05/27/2021
10/15/2021
10/18/2021
10/28/2021
11/19/2021
01/28/2021
02/14/2021
03/11/2022

9.3

Deliverable
PDR Presentation
Manufacturing Plan/Final CAD
Begin testing models
CDR Presentation
Finalize analysis of testing
Perform student batch testing
Finalize lab documentation
FDR Due/Curriculum package sent

PROJECT MANAGEMENT OUTCOME

Overall, the time management of this project turned out very well. Potentially because there are only two
members on the team, it was very easy to get things done in a timely fashion. The largest issue was
communication between the team and lab instructors, because in order to cast the parts, the instructors had
to have the furnace and molten metal prepared. Usually, the team could join into one of the IME 141
sections to cast after they finished their parts, but communicating about an agreed-upon time was certainly
the most difficult portion of the project. Otherwise, the planned schedule complimented the pace of the
project and ensured timely delivery of all sections of the senior project.
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10.0 CONCLUSION
The proposed project of a resin-based 3D print investment casting analysis from Dr. Wang at Cal Poly is
presented within this document with the necessary scope of work, design specifications, customer
requirements, project management, chosen final design, manufacturing, and testing results. The main goals
of the project was to analyze the successes and failures of different 3D print conditions and models in order
to create a library of successful models to supplement the IME 470 foundry class at Cal Poly. A full
curriculum package has been one of the major deliverables, which includes an instruction manual and video
tutorial. As the project has since come to a successful completion, the project as a whole will be described
here with all successes, failures, and advice for future work.
First, the project was very successful at finding easy-to-cast models that act as either student-ready models,
example parts to show the class, or test coupons to learn about the technology. For student models, the dice
and ring models were the chosen designs for their manufacturability, wow factors, and customizability.
These models remained constant throughout the senior project, and with student testing, these were very
successful at showing the students how to explore the manufacturing technology. There were several
modifications made to these files, including different ring sizes, sprue attachment points, and overall
aesthetics, however the general goal was still achieved. With the responses given by the test subjects, the
two models provided a great variety and ability to learn about new manufacturing capabilities. Overall, the
student models were a great success that will be implemented into IME 470.
The example models originally included an action figure of Kirby and wireframe-patterned skull to
demonstrate new manufacturing capabilities to show the class. These models were the ones that changed
the most throughout the senior project. First, instead of simply casting a Kirby action figure, the team
decided to make a die-cast mold with a cavity in the shape of Kirby. With this slight change, students can
observe the process of taking a resin-3D printed part and casting it, while also learning about die casting
technology. Once this mold was prepared, students could fill cavity with molten hot glue or wax to produce
a Kirby-shaped action figure out of plastic. This also demonstrates the repeatability of die casting, as
hundreds of Kirby figurines can be made from just one die cast mold in this mass-production manufacturing
process. The other major change to the example part models was the deletion of the wireframe skull. Once
the team began casting and improving the gating systems, they soon realized that it would be very tricky to
get metal flow into the entire model. With limited lab access, there was little-to-no time to iterate on gating
systems to attempt the full model. Instead, the team asked the student volunteers what some interesting
example models would be, and instead of the skull, an Ironman bust, chess piece, and a set of interlocking
rings were cast successfully, as they required simply gating systems.
For testing the limitations of the manufacturing process, three test coupons were modeled with several
features to measure thicknesses, radii, lengths, surface finish, protrusions, fillets, and depths. The first two,
as originally planned, had over 50 features that could be measured. Once the team started to produce several
of these coupons, it was quickly realized that it would be too difficult to produce a statistical analysis on
each feature, as each piece took nearly 45 minutes to measure. Another concern with these coupons is due
to the sheer number of features, there was concern that dependency between features would cause different
results. For that reason, a much simpler coupon was made that had a limited number of features to interact
between each other. This allowed the first two coupons to be purely for limitations (such as the smallest
hold that came out properly, or the smallest text that was visible), while the third coupon could be mass
produced and analyzed for repeatability and dimensional accuracy.
Through testing the first two coupons, it was seen that any hole (either square or circular) under a 1mm
diameter/side length was much less likely to fill than larger sizes. Additionally, hemispherical bumps with
a diameter of 0.5mm had a lower chance of being cast properly. Otherwise, all other features consistently
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cast properly and with a great surface finish. To summarize some of the initial concerns: fillets could be
made down to a radius of 1mm, chamfers had edge lengths of 1mm, thicknesses came out properly at 1mm,
and all angles of features work (assuming the gating allows metal to flow). Since the coupons were printed
on the resin printers, the surface finish was qualitatively much better than any other 3D printing
material/process. When testing the third (simpler) coupon, the features were measured for repeatability and
dimensional accuracy in order to determine an average growth/shrinkage rate. For intrusion features, the
average growth (averaged between the circular and rectangular holes) hovered around 3.4%, whereas for
extrusions, the average growth was 0.77% of the original CAD dimension. These values will be useful in
student projects where the final dimensions is critical, as students can scale their CAD models to attempt at
accounting for the expected growth during burnout.
With regard to the curriculum package delivered to the IME 470 instructors, the contents included a lab
manual, video tutorial (links to YouTube videos), a pre-lab quiz, safety data sheet for the Castable 2 resin,
detailed list of purchased materials that would be required to run the lab, and the .stl model files.
Additionally, a training quiz has been provided to post on the CENG Safety Technician Information Canvas
page to certify individuals for 3D printer use once they pass a quick quiz on the safety and upkeep of the
machines. These are all the materials necessary for an instructor to post to the IME 470 Canvas page and
allow students to customize and manufacture their own dice or rings. This material was tested on 5
mechanical engineering students to gain feedback, which was useful for improving the materials before
sending to professors.
In summary, this senior project, consisting of Isaiah Hong and Matthew Frost, and sponsored by Dr. Wang
from the IME Department at Cal Poly was a huge success for learning about the manufacturing technology
and creating course curriculum to supplement the IME 470 class. As far as learning about the limitations,
several test coupons were manufactured to learn about the minimum radii/thicknesses that are achievable
as well as perform repeatability and expansion rate analysis on a small sample size. For the curriculum-side
of the senior project, through essential student testing, feedback was used to improve upon and deliver the
course materials to the appropriate instructors. It will be rewarding if this is a lab implemented to the IME
470/471 course, as it’s currently intended to do.
While there weren’t many, there are a few aspects of the project that weren’t achieved. The most prominent
is the wireframe skull that wasn’t cast. While this is likely a part that could be manufacturing using this
process, there simply wasn’t enough access to the lab to iterate gating structures until it came out properly.
Another shortcoming of the project, though unavoidable due to budget and accessible materials, is the
equipment used. SprintRay has stopped producing the model of MoonRay printers that were used (thus
explaining why they were donated), and also have moved to another Castable resin. Additionally, their
software (RayWare) has a new software update coming out in April 2022. While updates on software and
equipment is unavoidable, the team hopes that the curriculum package is still applicable with the new
technology. Hopefully, the new Castable resin performs the same as the Castable 2 that the team used, and
that the new RayWare update still functions similarly such that the video tutorials of the software still apply.
If not, it will be up to the instructors/technicians to learn the new software. If the 3D printers break,
hopefully it’s not too difficult to replace components, get technical support from SprintRay, or purchase a
new one. While these are out of the control of the senior project, it may limit the longevity of the lab in
IME 470 if the equipment becomes unusable.
If the team were to do the project over again, there wouldn’t be too much that would need changing. The
only aspects that would’ve been nice to know at the start is the limited lab access, as the models could’ve
been combined onto a single sprue to get more out of each flask. Additionally, starting the Fall quarter with
the simplified test coupon would’ve been helpful so that a larger sample size could’ve accumulated over
the quarter for statistical analysis. Instead of spending time measuring and producing Test Coupons A/B, a
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few of them could’ve been manufactured and then more time spent on casting Test Coupon C. However,
this didn’t affect the outcome of the project drastically, and thus is more of a want than a need.
If this project were to continue, either as a senior project or different application, there are a few
recommendations from the team to try next. First, it would be interesting for the IME 470 course to have
more available models to customize; using a few of the ideas generated throughout the ideation phase of
this project would allow for a larger library of models for the students. This would increase diversity and
interest levels by the students if they had a larger library to choose from. Secondly, getting a larger budget
to pay for a vacuum pump during the investment stage would improve reliability during the investment
process (not just specifically for this project, but any investment process in the foundry lab). If the budget
can’t be expanded, supplemental funding sources (MESFAC, CP Connect, etc.) could be pursued to gain
funding for such items. Another recommendation is to try curing the 3D printed parts in a heated vacuum
oven (which the foundry lab doesn’t own currently, and thus more funding would be needed). In the
background research section, it had been read that using a heated vacuum chamber produced finer details
when compared to a UV cure, and thus might be an interesting project to look into. Otherwise, this senior
project seemed to wholly cover the purpose and goal of the project, and the suggestions are only
recommendations if further funding or time were to be put into the research.
Overall, the team would like to thank our sponsor, Dr. Wang, senior project coach, John Fabijanic, as well
as the casting instructors, Dr. Carter, Bryan Lutz, and Dr. Coch, for assisting us through the entire process.
Without your support, this project may have not finished as well as it did.
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11.0 APPENDICES
A.1 Bill of Materials
B. 1 Quality Functional Deployment (QFD)
C.1 Process Satisfaction Survey
C.2 Customization Satisfaction Survey
C.3 Curriculum Satisfaction Survey
D.1 Ideation List
E.1 Concept Prototypes for Test Coupons
E.2 Concept Prototypes for Student Models
F.1 Pugh Matrixes for Student Models
F.2 Pugh Matrixes for Example Parts
F.3 Pugh Matrixes for Test Coupons
G.1 Weighted Decision Matrices
H.1 Dimensioned Features on Test Coupon #A (Option 6)
H.2 Dimensioned Features on Test Coupon #B (Option 11)
H.3 Dimensioned Features on New Test Coupon (Test Coupon C)
I.1 Design Hazard Checklist
J.1 FMEA
K.1 Operators’ Manual
L.1 Completed Lab Manual
L.2 Prelab Quiz
L.3 Links to Completed Lab Video Tutorials
M.1 Video Tutorial Storyboard
N.1 Example of Student-Filled Satisfaction Surveys
O.1 Original Test Plan & Measurement Log for Test Coupon A
O.2 Original Test Plan & Measurement Log for Test Coupon B
O.3 Excel Spreadsheet for Statistical Analysis on Test Coupon C
P.1 Risk Assessment
Q.1 Design Verification Plan (DVP)
R.1 Gantt Chart
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“Cal Poly SLO Investment Casting Key Chain Process - YouTube.” https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8_MHbUnl2go
(accessed Oct. 27, 2021).
“WAX Castable 3D Printer Resin for Jewelry - Burnout Casting Like Wax – powerresins.”
https://powerresins.com/products/powercast-wax-castableresin?variant=7077922504758&currency=USD&utm_medium=product_sync&utm_source=google&utm_content=sag_
organic&utm_campaign=sag_organic&utm_campaign=gs-2020-0419&utm_source=google&utm_medium=smart_campaign&gclid=Cj0KCQjw-GFBhDeARIsACH_kdZwFcdl27WJhPNGnkSB1fvK9bdivJuduNE266Pbwdaf7W91SrZa0YAaAnYAEALw_wcB
(accessed Jun. 03, 2021).
“PhotoCentric 405nm UV Laser Castable Resin Pink - 1kg: Buy or Lease at Top3DShop.”
https://top3dshop.com/product/photocentric-405nm-uv-laser-castable-resin-pink-1kg (accessed Jun. 03, 2021).
“Special UV Resin for Casting – ANYCUBIC 3D Printing.” https://www.anycubic.com/collections/uvresin/products/dental-castable-green-uv-resin-for-photon-series?sscid=61k5_3lo0n& (accessed Jun. 03, 2021).
“eSUN Castable Resin for Dental, UV 405nm 0.5KG - Green – EPAX 3D.” https://epax3d.com/products/esun-castableresin-for-dental-uv-405nm-500ml (accessed Jun. 03, 2021).
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APPENDIX A.1
BILL OF MATERIALS
Table 11. Bill of Materials needed for performing the research.
Description
MoonRay 3D Resin Printers
SprintRay Curing Chamber
Silicon Workmats (15.7" x 11.8")
Filament One Plastic Scrapers
R&R Ultra-Vest Investment
SprintRay Castable 2 Resin
Aluminum 356
Rubber Gloves
Protective Goggles
Wash Station Container
Isopropyl Alcohol

Link
SprintRay
SprintRay
Amazon
Amazon
RioGrande
SprintRay
N/A
Amazon
Amazon

Amazon
Amazon

Quantity Purchased?
1
N
1
N
1
Y
1
Y
1
Y
7
N
1
N
1
N
2
Y
1
Y
1
Y

Price
$3,000
$990
$8
$9
$42
$205
$50
$17
$8
$18
$37
TOTAL

Total Cost
$0
$0
$8
$9
$42
$0
$0
$0
$16
$18
$37
$130

As shown in Table 11, certain items were initially put onto the Bill of Materials but were currently deemed
unnecessary or were already available in the lab. They were kept on the bill of materials in case the lab
doesn’t have adequate equipment or if plans change once manufacturing begins. Gratefully, SprintRay has
donated a significant portion to the IME department, so the senior project budget is reasonable. If, in the
future, more supplies are needed, links to the purchasing websites are available in Table 11. Most of these
are already websites that the IME 141 professors use for the course supplies.
The budget shown in Table 11 summarized all the supplies for the prototype and final product. These
supplies should last the team throughout the rest of senior design and have leftover materials to kickstart
the lab.
Out of caution, a few resin suppliers have been identified in case the MoonRay printers won’t be used in
the future. In that case, the Ember printers will be used, which has the flexibility to modify the default
settings. Because of this modularity, several different resin types could be experimented if desired. Below
is a short list of potential other resin sources.
Company: Power Resins, Product: “WAX Castable Resin” [28]: Link here
Company: Photocentric, Product: “Phrozen Wax Blue Castable Resin” [29]: Link here
Company: Any Cubic, Product: “Special UV Resin for Casting” [30]: Link here
Company: EPAX 3D, Product: “EPAX Castable Resin for Jewelry” [31]: Link here
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QFD HOUSE OF QUALITY
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APPENDIX C.1
SATISFACTION SURVEY – MANUFACTURING PROCESS
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APPENDIX C.2
SATISFACTION SURVEY – CUSTOMIZATION PROCESS
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APPENDIX C.3
SATISFACTION SURVEY – CURRICULUM PACKAGE
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APPENDIX D.1
IDEATION LIST
IDEAS FOR STUDENT MODELS (NO PARTICULAR ORDER)
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Pendants
Jewelry
o Necklace
o Signet rings, championship
rings, band rings, class rings
Toys
Chain links
Dragon
Pokémon
Modular parts
Puzzles
Action figures
Stuff that bolts together
Boxes/key plate/earring bowl
Phone stands
Lace medallions
Rocketship
Planes
Pattern
o Mesh, Vornoi
Interactive parts
Bag tag
Button
Aglets
USB holder
USB body
Key hanger
Carabiner body
Coin
Desk toy
Fidget spinner

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Dice
Rings
Keychains
Earrings (without the wires)
Necklace things
Cartoon characters/little figurines
Fun animals
o Octopus, cat face, dog face,
manta ray, elephant, fish, etc.
Shot glass with engraving (maybe
check on this for health reasons)
Coffee coasters
Guitar picks
Something to hang in a car rear-view
mirror
Name plate
Double threaded bolt
Interlocking cubes
Vehicles
o Cars, boats, planes, kayak, etc.
Groot, Baby Yoda
Rhinestones
Fun injection mold
Guitar slides/clamp
2D keychain (animals, vehicles, names,
etc.)

Pins
Desk fidget
Architectural models

IDEAS FOR TEST COUPONS (NO PARTICULAR ORDER)
•

•

Labelled by features
o Protrusions
o Thickness
o Layer height
o Details
o Print angle
o Support density
o Speed
o Size to depth ratio
Tests of varying sizes

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Start with basic coupon
o Move to more complex model
exhibiting features
Sprue arrangement
Gating arrangement
Movie ticket coupon
Sphere with embosses
Expansion ratios
Something to work with general
thicknesses (tapers, steps...)
Test cube (measurement datums)
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APPENDIX E.1
CONCEPT MODELS
Table 12. Ideation models for the test coupons with brief descriptions.

Lattice Coupon

Test Cube

Geometry Coupon

Step Coupon

Ticket Coupon

Angle Tests

Ideation Model

Discussion
This is a model designed to test different print
angles that can be achieved with the resin.
Although useful for print testing the high cost of
the resin and low usefulness of this concept for
casting purposes results in a waste of material.
Maybe adding some surface features would allow
for more use out of it.
This seems to be by far the best style of coupon. It
contains step, text, cut, extrude, and texture
elements, all of which are useful for both print and
cast testing. Adding 3D elements may make it
even more useful since the thin profile can only
provide a limited range of detail and parameters.

This model all though simple is great for finding
out the detail achievable by the casting process.
Since the printer is already using a layering
technique, using a step coupon could help find the
blurred line between how thin is too thin to be able
to define a feature in a cast. Adding textures and
specified dimensions could help further this
coupon’s usefulness.
Although simple, this coupon provides very
important information concisely. Holes and
extrudes of defined dimensions can be used to
determine shrinkage during the process and
internal features could be compared against parts
meant to fit in them. Providing dimensions to the
beveled corners could also help add definitive
features.
The test cube is very useful for both print and cast
testing. Varying orientations and print settings can
greatly affect the feature clarity within the part and
therefore makes it a good fit for this project.
Adding edge chamfers or bevels of specified
dimensions could help provide more information
on the processes.
This coupon is useful for providing not only an
interesting looking piece but a look into the
limitations of complexity. Pattern thickness and
gaps are all useful parameters defined by this
model. Depending on the results this model could
make a great “pass around” for the lab.
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Ring

Octopus

Dog

CONCEPT MODELS
Table 13. Ideation models for the student models with brief descriptions.
Model
Description
The dog was created to show a detailed animal shape, a
figure that students could customize or change into any
animal they want. We learned that 1.0in3 of material is a lot!
Maybe we should trim that down, or at least not be worried
about exceeding the volume limit.

The octopus is similar to the dog, but this was done with a
.75” cube worth of material. This still is very large for a
keychain, so it can be trimmed down. A hook would be nice
to allow for it to attach to a backpack or keychain.

The ring was a basic test to see how much material we
would need. This model only took a .25” cube’s worth of
material, about 1/16th the original goal of 1.0in3 of material,
which is good from a cost standpoint. The actual model
would look much better than this, with a customizable face.

Fidget Spinner

Dice

The dice is a classically made part, so we figured we should
make it. The clay didn’t hold the dots very well, but the real
device will have all the dots with the “one” side
customizable by the students. This is only about ¼ the
original 1.0in3 of material.

The fidget spinner shape was created, but it was determined
this might be out of the scope of the project. This is because
it would require bearings or other methods to spin it, which
might not be in the budget.
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APPENDIX F.1
PUGH MATRICES
STUDENT MODEL PUGH MATRICES:
Table 14. Pugh matrix for the student models with the wax-injected keychain as the datum.

Table 15. Pugh matrix for the student models with the dice as the datum.
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APPENDIX F.2
PUGH MATRICES
EXAMPLE MODEL PUGH MATRICES:
Table 16. Pugh matrix for the example parts with the wax-injected keychain as the datum.

Table 17. Pugh matrix for the example parts with the action figure as the datum.
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APPENDIX F.3
PUGH MATRICES
TEST COUPON PUGH MATRICES:
Table 18. Pugh matrix for test coupon features with the wax-injected keychain as the datum.

Table 19. Pugh matrix for test coupon features with the ticket coupon as the datum.
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APPENDIX G.1
WEIGHTED DECISION MATRICES
Table 20. Weighted decision matrix for student model options.

Table 21. Weighted decision matrix for the example part options.

Table 22. Weighted decision matrix for test coupon options.
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APPENDIX H.1
DIMENSIONED FEATURES OF TEST COUPON A (OPTION 6)

m

APPENDIX H.2
DIMENSIONED FEATURES OF TEST COUPON B (OPTION 11)
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APPENDIX H.3
DIMENSIONED FEATURES OF TEST COUPON C (NEW TEST COUPON)
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APPENDIX I.1
DESIGN HAZARD CHECKLIST
Table 23. Hazard checklist for the manufacturing process.
Y

N





1. Will any part of the design create hazardous revolving, reciprocating, running,
shearing, punching, pressing, squeezing, drawing, cutting, rolling, mixing or similar
action, including pinch points and sheer points?



 2. Can any part of the design undergo high accelerations/decelerations?



 3. Will the system have any large moving masses or large forces?



 4. Will the system produce a projectile?



 5. Would it be possible for the system to fall under gravity creating injury?



 6. Will a user be exposed to overhanging weights as part of the design?





7. Will the system have any sharp edges?



 8. Will any part of the electrical systems not be grounded?



 9. Will there be any large batteries or electrical voltage in the system above 40 V?





10. Will there be any stored energy in the system such as batteries, flywheels, hanging
weights or pressurized fluids?





11. Will there be any explosive or flammable liquids, gases, or dust fuel as part of the
system?





12. Will the user of the design be required to exert any abnormal effort or physical posture
during the use of the design?







13. Will there be any materials known to be hazardous to humans involved in either the
design or the manufacturing of the design?

 14. Can the system generate high levels of noise?





15. Will the device/system be exposed to extreme environmental conditions such as fog,
humidity, cold, high temperatures, etc?





16. Is it possible for the system to be used in an unsafe manner?





17. Will there be any other potential hazards not listed above? If yes, please explain on
reverse.
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DESIGN HAZARD CHECKLIST
Table 24. Preventative measures for discussed hazards.
Description of Hazard
Spinning machines,
specifically grinding wheels,
should be used with caution to
prevent pinch point from
creating injuries or pulling in
hair/clothing.
Potential usage of UV light to
cure the resin prints could be
dangerous for direct viewing.

After casting the parts, there is
the potential for unfinished
edges which could be sharp.
The uncured resin should not
be inhaled for health reasons.

Since this is a casting lab,
there will be metals
undergoing extreme heat as
well as molds being fired
during the burnout process.

Planned Corrective Action
The video tutorial and lab manual will
highlight these dangers, even though the lab
instructor should have already warned the
students in previous labs.

Using UV protection for the eyes when
operating the curing station will prevent
damage to the eyes of the operator. These
should already be in the lab for other current
experiments.
Gloves provided by the casting lab as well as
safe lab practices and etiquette will prevent
the infliction of harm on the handler.
Proper N95 masks will be available in the lab
for lab technicians/students to wear when
handing their parts before curing. Gloves will
also be available.
Proper protective wear provided by the casting
lab should always be worn as specified in
order to prevent injury, especially during the
pouring stage.

Planned
Date
01/10/22

Actual
Date
01/04/22

09/20/21

10/04/21

09/20/21

09/20/21

09/20/21

10/04/21

09/20/21

09/20/21
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APPENDIX J.1
FMEA CHART
Figures 45 and 46 shows our functional decomposition charts with each task rated on how risky it will be
to complete it. This helps identify the most important aspects of the senior project and which tasks are less
crucial for the success. Figures 45 and 46 are highlighted in three colors to show the possibility of failure,
as shown in the key at the bottom.

Figure 45. Risk analysis for the curriculum package. Key at the bottom
explains the ratings
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APPENDIX J.1
FMEA CHART

Figure 46. Risk analysis for the research package. Key at the bottom
explains the ratings
There are luckily only two tasks that are marked with light blue. For the “Experiment printing settings,” the
uncertainty in completion comes from the fact that the MoonRay printers are already optimized for the best
print, so there shouldn’t be a need to experiment with settings. The other box, “analyze burnout,” is not
crucial for the project, and will be hard to actually analyze without expensive equipment that is out of the
scope/budget of the project.
After ranking all of the tasks in the functional decomposition charts, a list of potential failures is listed
below. These are recognized in order to help prevent doing them. These are shown below, where each major
bullet point is a box in Figures 45 and 46, and the sub-bullet points are potential failure modes.
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APPENDIX J.1
FMEA CHART
IME 141 Curriculum:
• Create safe work environment
o Dangerous equipment or process
• Follow budgetary guidelines
o Too expensive for students to manufacture parts
• Provide video instructions
o Failure to educate students
o Failure to captivate student interest
o Boring/un-educational instructions
o Failure to address safety
• Provide detailed lab manual
o Failure to educate students
o Failure to captivate student interest
o Boring/un-educational instructions
o Failure to address safety
• Provide detailed lab set up
o Confusing lab set up
o Missing components for lab setup
o Failure to address safety
o Insufficient documentation of lab materials
• Provide interesting, useful models
o Failure to captivate student interest
o Failure to provide models for students
o Boring student models
o Too expensive for students to manufacture parts
o Too much work to aide students
• Successful manufacturing process
o Confusing lab setup
o Missing components for lab setup
o Failure to address safety
o Dangerous equipment or process
o Lack of understanding on resin/printer operation
o Insufficient documentation of lab materials
• Allow for student customization
o Failure to captivate student interest
o Failure to provide models for students
o Boring student models
o Too much work to aide students
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APPENDIX J.1
FMEA CHART
Research/Test Resin 3D Printing Investment Casting Process:
• Manufacture test coupons
o Failure to demonstrate capabilities
o Failure to measure features
o Failure to try different print settings
o Failure to look at burnout/post-cast
o Failure to fill out measurement table
• Manufacture student/interesting models
o Failure to test student models
o Failure to provide example parts
o Failure to provide CAD for models
o Failure to test gating systems
o Failure to analyze different support structures
• Measure part features (post-print)
o Failure to fill out measurement table
o Failure to mention part limitation (in documentation)
o Failure to discuss curing methods
• Experiment printing settings
o Failure to try different print settings
o Failure to fill out measurement table
o Failure to mention gating systems
o Failure to analyze different support structures
• Document finishing processes
o Failure to fill out measurement table
o Failure to organize document effectively
o Failures to mention gating systems
o Failures to mention part limitations
o Failure to mention finishing processes
o Failure to discuss curing methods
o Failure to provide CAD for models
• Measure part features (post-cast)
o Failure to fill out measurement table
o Failure to mention part limitation (in documentation)
o Failure to discuss curing methods
• Quantify success of casts
o Failure to mention finishing processes
o Failure to test gating systems (for student parts)
• Document finishing processes
o Failure to mention finishing processes
• Analyze burnout
o Failure to look at burnout/post-cast
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OPERATORS’ MANUAL
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OPERATORS’ MANUAL
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OPERATORS’ MANUAL
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OPERATORS’ MANUAL
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OPERATORS’ MANUAL
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OPERATORS’ MANUAL
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APPENDIX L.1
COMPLETED LAB MANUAL
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COMPLETED LAB MANUAL
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COMPLETED LAB MANUAL
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COMPLETED LAB MANUAL
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COMPLETED LAB MANUAL
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COMPLETED LAB MANUAL
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COMPLETED LAB MANUAL
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COMPLETED LAB MANUAL
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COMPLETED LAB MANUAL
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COMPLETED LAB MANUAL
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COMPLETED LAB MANUAL
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COMPLETED LAB MANUAL
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COMPLETED LAB MANUAL
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COMPLETED LAB MANUAL
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APPENDIX L.2
PRELAB QUIZ
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APPENDIX L.3
LINKS TO COMPLETED LAB VIDEO TUTORIALS
Below are the links to access the student videos:
•
•
•
•

Customization of Models: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zEBS78VUYkQ
How to Use RayWare: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mrVNPfA6b7E
RayWare for Printing: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2PeWu45zZV8
Lab Setup: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5o1KrIcicFs
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APPENDIX M.1
TENTATIVE VIDEO STORYBOARD
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TENTATIVE VIDEO STORYBOARD
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TENTATIVE VIDEO STORYBOARD
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APPENDIX N.1
EXAMPLE OF STUDENT-FILLED SATISFACTION SURVEY
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APPENDIX N.1
EXAMPLE OF STUDENT-FILLED SATISFACTION SURVEY
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APPENDIX N.1
EXAMPLE OF STUDENT-FILLED SATISFACTION SURVEY
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APPENDIX O.1
TENTATIVE TEST PLAN & MEASUREMENT LOG FOR TEST COUPON A

Figure 47. Labelled model of test coupon #1 for use in measuring features.
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TENTATIVE TEST PLAN & MEASUREMENT LOG FOR TEST COUPON A
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APPENDIX O.1
TENTATIVE TEST PLAN & MEASUREMENT LOG FOR TEST COUPON A (CONT’D)
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APPENDIX O.2
TENTATIVE TEST PLAN & MEASUREMENT LOG FOR TEST COUPON B

Figure 48. Labelled model of test coupon #2 for use in measuring features.
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APPENDIX O.2
TENTATIVE TEST PLAN & MEASUREMENT LOG FOR TEST COUPON B
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APPENDIX O.2
TENTATIVE TEST PLAN & MEASUREMENT LOG FOR TEST COUPON B (CONT’D)
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APPENDIX O.2
TENTATIVE TEST PLAN & MEASUREMENT LOG FOR TEST COUPON B (CONT’D)
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APPENDIX O.3
EXCEL SPREADSHEET FOR STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF TEST COUPON C
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RISK ASSESSMENT
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RISK ASSESSMENT
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RISK ASSESSMENT
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APPENDIX Q.1
DESIGN VERIFICATION PLAN & REPORT DVP&R
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GANTT CHART
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